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Eat Your History
Stories and Recipes from Australian Kitchens
Jacqui Newling

Handwritten recipes passed through the generations, tales of 
goats running wild in colonial gardens and early settlers’ ex-
perimentation with native foods … Eat Your History dishes up 
stories and recipes from Australian kitchens and dining tables 
from 1788 to the 1950s. Jacqui Newling, resident gastrono-
mer at Sydney Living Museums, invites you to share forgotten 
tastes and lost techniques, and to rediscover some delicious 
culinary treasures.

Jacqui Newling has a Le Cordon Bleu masters’ degree in gas-
tronomy and specializes in early Australian foodways. As Syd-
ney Living Museums’ resident gastronomer, Jacqui investigates 
the range of foods that have been served throughout Australian 
history. She co-curated the Eat Your History: A Shared Table 
exhibition at the Museum of Sydney and co-writes The Cook 
and the Curator blog for Sydney Living Museums.

COOKING/HISTORY, 272 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.5 
109 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 24 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS   
CLOTH, $49.99 (CAN $59.99)
ISBN: 9781742234687  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, SOUTH AMERICA & CARIBBEAN

UNIVERSITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES PRESS/NEW SOUTH  MAY
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Braai and Potjie Flavours  
and Traditions
Sophia Lindop

What sound most typifies South Africa’s great outdoors? Some 
say it’s the chilling roar of a lion in the early evening in the 
bush. Others claim it’s the haunting call of a fish eagle that 
soars above the country’s many rivers and dams. And yet the 
sound that unifies South Africans all around the world is the 
crackling of a fire. It is the call to come together, to enjoy the 
hospitality so unique to our people. A braai is ideal for enter-
taining – and a ‘bring-’n-braai’ is common. These are all about 
gathering together in a sociable environment, so everyone 
arrives with whatever they want to cook on the braai that day. 
This book endeavors to light a fire for you, and beckons you to 
join us as we place a few lamb chops on the sizzling griddle and 
pour a glass of wine. Welcome to the great outdoors.

Sophia Lindop grew up on a farm in the Northern Cape 
province of South Africa, which influenced her understanding 
and appreciation of quality ingredients and how they should 
be prepared. She is passionate about food and wine – a passion 
that began at the age of five, fuelled by many years in the 
kitchen followed by six years of studying. She works as a pri-
vate chef in Cape Town and regularly entertains groups from 
overseas in her home. A food author, she does her own food 
styling and photography.

COOKING/TRAVEL, 184 PAGES, 6.5 X 6.5 
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR   
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9781431422012  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

JACANA MEDIA  JUNE

The Banting Baker
Catherine Speedie

The Low Carb High Fat diet, known more colloquially as the 
Banting diet, is not just about upturning the food pyramid and 
thus the conventional wisdom around food and nutrition that 
has ruled for the last 40 odd years. It’s about waking us up to 
what our bodies are naturally ‘wired’ for in terms of optimal 
sustenance and body weight. It’s about realizing that along the 
trajectory of commercial and industrial ‘progress’, we’ve lost 
sight of our humanness, our basic biology if you will. That said, 
giving up carrot cake is not so easy. The Banting Baker has 
recipes for breakfast, snacks, breads, wraps, pizza as well as 
sweet treats. Indulge in Blueberry and Almond Muffins, Baked 
Berry Pancakes with Mascarpone, Banting Coconut Macaroons, 
Cheesecake Swirl Brownies and ‘Top-deck’ Bliss Bars.

Author Catherine Speedie is the owner of Gingko, an organic 
and ‘clean food’-oriented restaurant, bakery and catering busi-
ness, and the creator of Primal Chow, a brand dedicated to the 
world of Paleo and Banting goodies. A passionate traveler, she 
brings flavors from all over the world into her cooking, believ-
ing strongly that food must be delicious and nutritious if it is to 
be fulfilling on all levels.

COOKING, 224 PAGES, 9.25 X 7.5 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR   
CLOTH, $22.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781431422661  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

JACANA MEDIA  APRIL

New Trade Titles IPG – SUMMER 2016
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Cape Fusion
Shane Sauvage

South Africa’s fusion father, Shane Sauvage, is back with  
an ocean-inspired, all-new take on South African regional 
ingredients and flavors. Owner of La Pentola restaurant, Shane 
Sauvage is the winner of the American Express Platinum Fine 
Dinning Award for the eleventh year running, only 1 of 89 
restaurants country wide to carry this honor. Chef Shane is tak-
ing food creation and wine pairing to another level. With com-
binations to tempt the palate and fill your table with a feast of 
innovative and delicious cuisine made easy for the home cook, 
Cape Fusion is a sensory journey amplified by world-class, step-
by-step food photography and scenic photography capturing the 
natural beauty of the surrounding landscape.  A unique feature 
of this recipe book is the interactive food and wine pairing 
chapter. Here with the use of videography and QR coding you 
can experience first-hand interaction between Chef Shane and 
multi award-winning wine maker Johann Fourie of KWV.

Shane Sauvage started out in the restaurant business over 30 years 
ago from bus boy to head waiter, from prep chef to executive chef 
working in some of Gauteng’s top restaurants until opening La 
Pentola in 1995. With La Pentola as a platform, Shane’s career 
soared to new heights and with the invention of Aztec Mush-
rooms, Shane’s television career became a reality working on  
ETV in the mornings along side South Africa’s top comedians.

COOKING, 210 PAGES, 11.75 X 9.25 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR   
TRADE PAPER, $31.95 (CAN $35.95)
ISBN: 9781431421763  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

JACANA MEDIA  APRIL

More Life’s a Beach Cottage
Neil Roake

More Life’s a Beach Cottage is the third cookery book in the 
series featuring a collection of best holiday feasting recipes. It is 
as beautiful and quirky and set to follow in the successful foot-
steps of previous publications. Expect muscular curries, potent 
cocktails, desserts that argue back and deliciously robust salads. 
Inside the covers you will find exquisite photography, and 
delectably different recipes, including: • Homemade Cabnah 
Tomato and Chai Seed Salad • 4 Melon and Prawn Salad with 
Asian Dressing • Baked Chicken Pâté with Gooseberries, Thyme 
and Crushed Hazelnuts • Badass Bacon Jam • Baked Brie with 
Blueberries • Chocolate Éclairs with Pomegranate Jewels

Neil Roake has produced some award-winning cookbooks: 
Life’s a Beach Cottage (2007) which won Best Barbeque and 
Outdoor Cookbook in the World at the international Gour-
mand Awards in 2008 and Life’s a Beach Cottage: Second 
Helpings and On the Rocks – A coastal-themed cocktail book 
that won best South African Photography Cookbook. Shiny 
Happy People was released in 2009 and is a collection of Neil’s 
friend’s favorite recipes and Taste Freedom featured food from 
his restaurant Freedom Café.

COOKING, 276 PAGES, 10.75 X 8.5 
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR   
CLOTH, $25.95 (CAN $30.95)
ISBN: 9781431422562  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

JACANA MEDIA  APRIL
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Dagga
A Short History
Hazel Crampton

This book is intended as a conversation piece. It does not 
purport to be a comprehensive take on dagga, aka cannabis, 
marijuana, bhanga, ganga, pot, zol, weed, etc., but is intended 
simply as an overview. Its hope is to provide a background to 
dagga in South Africa and, by putting all the dope into one 
joint, so to speak, ignite debate on emerging issues such as 
licensing, legalization and taxation.

Hazel Crampton is the author of the bestselling The Sunburnt 
Queen (Jacana, 2004), The Side of the Sun at Noon (Jacana, 
2014), and co-editor of Into the Hitherto Unknown: Ensign 
Beutler’s Expedition to the Eastern Cape, 1752 (Cape Town: 
Van Riebeeck Society, 2013). Dagga: A Short History (then, 
now and just now) is her fourth book. Hazel is an artist and 
lives in Grahamstown.

HISTORY/CULTURAL STUDIES, 88 PAGES, 8 X 5.25 
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9781431422159  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

JACANA MEDIA  APRIL

My Kind of Wine
People, Places, Food and Stories
John Platter

John Platter returns! With the same simple approach to wine 
which made him a household name in South Africa, he tells 
the stories of wines and winemakers; taste the wines himself; 
writes about them in language everyone can understand. • 261 
wines, chosen, personally tasted and described by John Platter • 
Backstories, amusing anecdotes, profiles of the wines and wine-
makers • New areas, new stars, new wineries, new experiences 
for wine drinkers • The wine-wars – the revolutionaries, the 
young guns and the new-old guard • Introductions to varieties 
and blends • Easy explanations of wine terms which befuddle 
everyday drinkers • Wine-friendly recipes from winemakers and 
top wine country chefs

John Platter came to South Africa as a foreign correspondent, 
bureau chief for UPI, in the late 1970s. The Rand Daily Mail 
wine column he began after leaving fulltime journalism to farm 
in Franschhoek expanded into an annual wine guide which he 
and his wife Erica wrote and selfpublished. It was an instant 
success. Sold by the Platters after 20 years, it remains a best-sell-
er. Their travel-wine-adventure story Africa Uncorked won nu-
merous international laurels including the UK’s most prestigious 
Glenfiddich Award.

CULTURAL STUDIES/COOKING, 224 PAGES, 10 X 9.25 
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR   
CLOTH, $31.95 (CAN $37.95)
ISBN: 9780620663618  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

JACANA MEDIA  APRIL

New Trade Titles IPG – SUMMER 2016
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Crashed
How Trashing a Ferrari Saved My Life
Melinda Ferguson

To celebrate her 14-year clean and sober birthday, Ferguson 
organises to take a R3.2 million Ferrari California out on a test 
drive for the day. Twenty minutes before she returns the car, she 
is involved in a spectacular car crash, during which she experi-
ences a near-death collision. The crash is a catalyst for a series of 
life-changing events. Over the following months her long-term 
relationship implodes in a heart-ripping showdown of betrayal 
and deception. She is faced with a litany of legal and financial 
nightmares as a result of the Ferrari being written off, while 
certain members of the dog-eat-dog motoring journo industry 
relish in her downfall. After she admits herself to a clinic to ad-
dress her meltdown, in her trademark gritty tell-it-all and often 
hilarious style, she interrogates the controversial pharma-whore 
psychiatric industry as she is diagnosed and medicated over 
her three-week stay. Ultimately Crashed sees Ferguson slowly 
coming to grips with the meaninglessness of outward material 
success as she embarks on a painful journey of introspection in 
search of intangible inner peace and self love in a crazy out of 
control world.

Melinda Ferguson is an award-winning journalist and the author 
of Smacked (2005) and Hooked (2010).

AUTOBIOGRAPHY, 228 PAGES, 9.25 X 6 
TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9781920601607  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

JACANA MEDIA  JUNE

“It’s a rollercoaser ride of shock events, but more than that,  
publisher and author Melinda Ferguson’s latest book Crashed  
is another brutal, unplugged soul search into the addictive  
personality.” —Helen Grange, Star

New Trade TitlesRIVER NORTH EDITIONS
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Wild Island
A Year in the Hebrides
Jane Smith

This is a book for anyone interested in wildlife, for art lovers, 
for tourists wanting a memento of their holiday, for everyone 
who loves the west coast of Scotland. It depicts a year in the life 
of Oronsay, a remote island that is farmed by the RSPB for the 
benefit of wildlife, and follows artist Jane Smith, as she attempts 
to portray the interactions of wildlife, farm animals and human 
inhabitants. A humorous, firsthand, personal view of island 
life, both human and otherwise, and is illustrated with Jane 
Smith’s vibrant and acutely observed sketches, paintings and 
prints. Themes include: • The trials of a wildlife artist – what 
does it feel like to sit in a bog all day? •  Natural history – from 
otters to oil beetles, this book is full of wild encounters.  • West 
coast living – the ridiculous things that happen when living on a 
remote island, cut off from the rest of the world.

Jane Smith was born in Sussex. After gaining a degree in Zo-
ology, she became a wildlife film-maker for the BBC Natural 
History Unit and National Geographic, winning an Emmy for 
her work. When her children were born she changed direction, 
creating wildlife artwork as another way of communicating her 
passion for the natural world. She now lives in Argyll with her 
husband, also a wildlife filmmaker, and children.

NATURE, 160 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.25 
60 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS   
CLOTH, $29.99 (CAN $43.99)
ISBN: 9781780272696  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA & CHINA

BIRLINN LTD  JUNE

A Decent Bottle of Wine in China
Chris Ruffle

When Yorkshireman Chris Ruffle decided to build a vineyard 
complete with a Scottish castle in the midst of the countryside 
in eastern China, he was expecting difficulties, but nothing on 
the scale he encountered. But build it he did, and the wine is 
now flowing. A Decent Bottle of Wine in China tells the unique 
story of an adventurer determined to make his dream come true 
regardless of what strange and formidable obstacles are placed 
in his path.

Chris Ruffle has a first class degree in Chinese from Brasenose 
College, Oxford. He sold Fairy Toilet Soap for Procter & Gam-
ble in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, before moving to Beijing in 1983 
to work for metal trader Wogen Resources. After studying for a 
diploma in Japanese at Sheffield University he became a finan-
cial analyst for Warburg Securities in the bull market in Tokyo 
in the late ‘80’s before opening their Taiwan office. He was one 
of the earliest foreign investors in China’s domestic stock mar-
ket on behalf of Scottish fund manager Martin Currie.

ASIAN STUDIES/BUSINESS, 182 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25 
30 COLOR PHOTOS   
TRADE PAPER, $24.99 (CAN $29.99)
ISBN: 9789888273720  
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM, EUROPE & CHINA

EARNSHAW BOOKS  MAY

“A Decent Bottle of Wine in China is a juicy book for any people 
who want to understand what it is like to run a small business in 
China and the joy of making wine.” —Wei Gu, Wall Street Journal 

New Trade Titles IPG – SUMMER 2016
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Tales of Old Tokyo
The Remarkable Story of 
One of the World’s Most 
Fascinating Cities
John Darwin van Fleet

A breathtaking romp through the city’s 
Tokyo’s history from the mid 19th to the 
mid 20th century, using lots of images, 
writings and clippings to bring back to life 
those far-off days.

John Darwin Van Fleet was born in the 
United States, raised in southern California 
and studied English and American Litera-
ture at the University of Southern Cali-
fornia (USC). He moved to Japan in 1991 
and spent ten years there before relocating 
to greater China, where he has lived since, 
first in Taipei and now in Shanghai. He is 
Assistant Dean and Executive Director of 
the Global Executive MBA in Shanghai 
(GEMBA), a collaboration between USC 
and Shanghai Jiao Tong University, and is 
a prolific writer on East Asia’s history and 
sociopolitical environment.

HISTORY/ASIAN STUDIES  
232 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR   
TRADE PAPER, $23.95 (CAN $28.95)
ISBN: 9789888273454   
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM,  
EUROPE & CHINA

EARNSHAW BOOKS  JUNE

Perfect Hideaways  
in South Africa
Paul Duncan

Many people have a childlike fascination 
with the idea of a hideaway or a bolthole, 
a place literally out of sight, maybe at the 
bottom of the garden, in the woods or in 
the country, somewhere remote from the 
routine of everyday life. This book features 
30 different styles of holiday house where 
all kinds of experiences are possible away 
from life in the city. They’re found on 
remote escarpments of the South African 
hinterland, in the vineyard-filled valleys 
and among the mountains of the Overberg 
and the Boland, overlooking the lagoon 
at Churchhaven and on the edges of small 
country towns in the Sandveld and Swart-
land. This book celebrates all of them, 
identifying precisely what it is that makes 
a holiday home the ‘perfect’ escape.

Paul Duncan is the founder of Africa 
Press. Formerly editorial director at Conde 
Nast in South Africa, and editor of House 
& Garden, Duncan has also written a 
number of books including South African 
Artists at Home (2015), which looks into 
the homes of contemporary artists, and 
Hidden Cape Town (2013), which reveals 
unknown city interiors.

TRAVEL, 272 PAGES, 10.75 X 10.75 
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR   
CLOTH, $28.95 (CAN $34.95)
ISBN: 9780620667081   
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA &  
NEW ZEALAND

JACANA MEDIA  APRIL

Tales of Old Bangkok
Rich Stories from the Land  
of the White Elephant
Edited by Chris Burslem

Using a patchwork of words and images 
from Bangkok’s residents and visitors of 
yesteryear, this book shares the often un-
told past of this busy city while shedding 
light on Thai culture.

Chris Burslem has spent most of his pro-
fessional career working as a journalist in 
Bangkok for international newspapers and 
wire agencies, including Bloomberg and 
Dow Jones. He was born in Melbourne, 
Australia.

HISTORY/ASIAN STUDIES  
172 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25 
TRADE PAPER, $19.99 (CAN $23.99)
ISBN: 9789881998422   
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM,  
EUROPE & CHINA

EARNSHAW BOOKS  MAY

New Trade TitlesRIVER NORTH EDITIONS
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Dispatches from Continent Seven
An Anthology of Antarctic Science
Edited by Rebecca Priestley

“To me, the hills are a landscape of brown on brown: hip-high, 
wind-blasted boulders … To Adam, they are clues to millions 
of years of history.” Since British explorer James Cook first 
circumnavigated Antarctica in the late eighteenth century, the 
white continent has exerted a powerful attraction. There is 
no permanent human habitation in this ice-bound wilderness, 
and no mercy from the raw, relentless elements, yet for nearly 
200 years explorers and scientists from around the world have 
been drawn to work and sometimes risk their lives here. This 
landmark anthology brilliantly reveals the numerous scientific 
discoveries that have been made, from how sea creatures survive 
in the freezing waters, to the continent’s extraordinary prolifera-
tion of meteorites, and the startling revelations of fossils, which 
show Antarctica was once covered in luxuriant forests teeming 
with creatures. More than an anthology, this book is a thrilling 
journey through time as explorers and scientists painstakingly 
unravel the profound mysteries of Earth’s last great wilderness.

Rebecca Priestley is a science writer and historian. She reviews 
popular science and science history books for The Listener and 
The Dominion Post, writes for the Listener’s health and science 
pages, and is a contributor to Te Ara - the online encyclopedia 
of New Zealand. She has written and edited numerous books on 
science, including The Elegant Universe of Albert Einstein, The 
Awa Book of New Zealand Science, and Mad on Radium: New 
Zealand in the Atomic Age.

SCIENCE/HISTORY, 456 PAGES, 6 X 8.75 
100 B&W PHOTOS, 1 MAP   
TRADE PAPER, $37.99 (CAN $45.99)
ISBN: 9781927249055  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, CENTRAL AMERICA & SOUTH AMERICA

AWA PRESS  JUNE

“This wonderful collection of science writing will make  
you see Antarctica as never before.”  
—Matt Vance, author, Ocean Notorious 

Mozambique 1975/1985
Photographs by Moira Forjaz

Moira’s photographs feature striking episodes of colonial histo-
ry, including the anti-apartheid struggle, the battle for Zimba-
bwe and the national reconstruction in Mozambique. But what 
makes this book truly remarkable is that it brings a personal 
note to historical episodes, adding humour and a human touch. 
Of particular note are the series on Ilha de Moçambique, miners 
and cotton, and also the images of Samora Machel addressing a 
rally. There are touching photographs of Ruth First, Joe Slovo 
and Graça Machel. Many of the photographs in this book have 
been printed for the first time as they always existed as nega-
tives, kept in a shoebox, forgotten, until now.

Moira Forjaz was born in Matebele (Bulawayo), Zimbabwe 
in 1942. Moira studied and graduated in Graphic Arts from 
the Johannesburg School of Arts and Design. She worked as 
photojournalist in Southern Africa and, from 1975 onwards, as 
a photographer and documentary filmmaker in Mozambique.

PHOTOGRAPHY/POLITICAL SCIENCE, 224 PAGES, 9.75 X 10.75 
CLOTH, $33.95 (CAN $37.95)
ISBN: 9781928232162  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

JACANA MEDIA  MAY

New Trade Titles IPG – SUMMER 2016
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The Energy-Freedom Home
How to Wipe out Electricity and Gas Bills  
in Nine Steps
Beyond Zero Emissions

Paying for energy is the largest running cost that most 
home-owners are burdened with. And that’s no surprise — we 
use energy to heat our water, refrigerate our food and drink, 
run our heaters and air conditioners, light out homes at night, 
cook our meals, run our TV’s, and charge our computers. There 
are simple, practical ways to reduce our demand for energy 
and to change where we get it from. There is already a quiet 
revolution under way as renewable energy and energy efficiency 
transform the way we generate and use electricity and gas. The 
Energy-Freedom Home explains nine steps that can be taken 
— in any order — to become more energy efficient: replace old 
lights with LEDs, stop draughts, improve insulation, upgrade 
windows, use energy-efficient appliances, install reverse-cycle 
systems, use solar or heat-pump systems to heat your water, 
monitor and control your energy use, switch to solar. Contain-
ing detailed, easy-to-follow descriptions of practical problems 
and solutions, plus over 120 color photographs and diagrams, 
The Energy-Freedom Home is the perfect guide to help home-
owners liberate themselves from costly and non-renewable 
sources of energy.

Beyond Zero Emissions is a not-for-profit research and educa-
tion organization known for its work designing and advocating 
a zero emission economy for Australia. BZE’s goal is to promote 
real solutions to climate change.

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES/ARCHITECTURE, 128 PAGES, 8.25 X 11 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR   
TRADE PAPER, $39.99 (CAN $42.99)
ISBN: 9781925106718  
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

SCRIBE PUBLICATIONS PTY LTD.  APRIL

New Trade TitlesRIVER NORTH EDITIONS
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Post-War Lies
Germany and Hitler’s Long Shadow
Malte Herwig 
Translateed by Jamie Lee Searle and Shaun Whiteside

A German bestseller Post-War Lies is a superb portrait of a 
torn generation: the Nazi Party’s youngest members, those born 
between 1919 and 1927, who were raised on an ideological diet 
of racism and militarism. A number of them — from prominent 
politician Hans-Dietrich Genscher to writer Martin Walser — 
were later to become leading public figures in federal Germany. 
In this meticulously researched book, Malte Herwig reveals how 
Germany handled these former party members. Many of this 
generation kept quiet about their connection to the Nazi Party, 
or denied it, or pushed it to the backs of their minds and forgot 
all about it. Post-War Lies tells their hitherto unknown story, 
from the Third Reich to the post-war de-Nazification process 
and into the present. It is also a young historian’s contribution 
to an important contemporary debate about historical truth and 
human honesty.

Malte Herwig is a reporter, broadcaster, and historian. He is 
known for his in-depth interviews and investigative features, and 
his articles have appeared widely in US, British, and German pub-
lications. Jamie Lee Searle has been a freelance literary translator 
from German for 5 years, and also lectures part-time at Queen 
Mary, University of London. Her forthcoming published trans-
lations include Ursula Poznanski’s Fünf for Harvill Secker, and a 
co-translation of Frank Schätzing’s Limit for Quercus. Originally 
from Northern Ireland, Shaun Whiteside is a translator from the 
German, French, Italian and Dutch, having previously worked as 
a business journalist and television producer.

HISTORY/BIOGRAPHY, 272 PAGES, 6 X 9.25 
TRADE PAPER, $32.99 (CAN $35.99)
ISBN: 9781925106145  
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

SCRIBE PUBLICATIONS PTY LTD.  APRIL

“A must read.” —Die Welt 

Selling Apartheid
South Africa’s Global Propaganda War
Ron Nixon

Selling Apartheid tells the story of the South African propa-
ganda campaign, run with military precision, which involved a 
worldwide network of supporters, including global corporations 
with business operations in South Africa, conservative religious 
organizations and an unlikely coalition of liberal US black 
clergy and anti-communist black conservatives aligned with 
right-wing Cold War politicians. The book details interviews 
with many of the players, providing a behind-the-scenes look at 
the attempt to sell apartheid abroad.

Ron Nixon is a Washington correspondent for the New York 
Times. He is a visiting associate for Media and Journalism 
Studies at the University of the Witwatersrand, where he teaches 
investigative reporting and data journalism. He has published 
an e-book, Operation Blackwash, and was a contributor to The 
Farrakhan Factor: African-American Writers on Leadership, 
Nationhood, and Minister Louis Farrakhan and The American 
Civil Rights Movement.

HISTORY/POLITICAL SCIENCE, 288 PAGES, 9.25 X 6 
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $25.95)
ISBN: 9781431421435  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

JACANA MEDIA  APRIL

New Trade Titles IPG – SUMMER 2016
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Restoring Quality Health Care
A Six-Point Plan for Comprehensive  
Reform at Lower Cost
Scott W. Atlas, MD

In Restoring Quality Health Care, Dr. Scott Atlas examines 
the status of US health care, particularly in light of the Afford-
able Care Act, and presents a series of key reforms to meet 
the significant health care challenges facing the nation. Atlas 
proposes a six-point, strategic, incentive-based reform plan for 
US health care. The plan aims to instill market-based competi-
tion, empower consumers, and reduce the federal government’s 
authority over health care. 

Scott W. Atlas, MD, is the David and Joan Traitel Senior Fellow 
at the Hoover Institution, and senior fellow by courtesy at the 
Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies at Stanford. 
Atlas’s research interests are domestic and global health care 
policy, particularly the role of government and the free market 
in pricing, quality, access, and technology innovation.

HEALTH/POLITICAL SCIENCE, 130 PAGES, 6 X 9 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR   
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9780817919443  
RIGHTS: WORLD

HOOVER INSTITUTION PRESS/HOOVER PRESS  APRIL

Central Bank Governance  
and Oversight Reform
Edited by John H. Cochrane and John B. Taylor

A central bank needs authority and a sphere of independent 
action. But a central bank cannot become an unelected czar 
with sweeping, unaccountable discretionary power. How can 
we balance the central bank’s authority and independence with 
needed accountability and constraints? Drawn from a 2015 
Hoover Institution conference, this book features distinguished 
scholars and policy makers’ discussing this and other key ques-
tions about the Fed.

John H. Cochrane is a senior fellow at the Hoover Institution. 
He is also a research associate of the National Bureau of Eco-
nomic Research and an adjunct scholar of the CATO Institute. 
John B. Taylor is the George P. Shultz Senior Fellow in Eco-
nomics at the Hoover Institution and the Mary and Robert Ray-
mond Professor of Economics at Stanford University. He chairs 
the Hoover Working Group on Economic Policy and is director 
of Stanford’s Introductory Economics Center.

ECONOMICS, 256 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5 
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9780817919245  
RIGHTS: WORLD

HOOVER INSTITUTION PRESS  MAY
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Outcasts
A Novel of Mary Shelley
Sarah Stegall

On a dark and stormy night in 1816, a teenage girl sat down 
and invented science fiction. Mary Shelley was no more than 18 
years old when she wrote Frankenstein. From the moment of 
its publication 200 years ago, readers have been wondering, as 
Mary put it, “How I, then a young girl, came to think of, and 
to dilate upon, so very hideous an idea?” Outcasts takes readers 
behind the scenes, to reveal the surprisingly contemporary 
thoughts and feelings of Mary, an unmarried mother and the 
lover of radical poet Percy Shelley, their friend Lord Byron, and 
the other guests at the “most famous literary party in history”. 
What led the daughter of two of the most radical philosophers 
in England to turn her hand to horror?

Sarah Stegall writes novels and reviews. Her reviews have been 
cited in academic television and cultural studies such as Cult 
Television, Escape Into the Future, Aliens In America, The 
Philosophy of The X-Files, Convergence, and Reality Squared 
(which called these reviews “among the best critical commen-
tary available on the Web”).

FICTION/HISTORY, 272 PAGES, 6 X 9 
5 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS   
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9781609405168  
RIGHTS: WORLD

WINGS PRESS  MAY

A Beckoning War
Matthew Murphy

Captain Jim McFarlane, a Canadian infantry officer, is coming 
apart at the seams. It’s September 1944, in Italy, and the allied 
armies are closing in on the retreating Axis powers. Exhausted 
and lost, Jim tries to command his combat company under fire, 
while waiting desperately for letters from his wife Marianne. 
Joining the army not out of some admirable patriotic sentiments 
but rather because of his own failings and restlessness, he finds 
himself fighting in a war that is far from glorious. In this story 
of love and war, Murphy brilliantly captures our ambiguous 
relationship to war.

Matthew Murphy was born and raised in Sudbury, Ontario. He 
currently lives in Montreal, where he works as a writer and a 
teacher. A Beckoning War is his first novel.

FICTION, 334 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9781771860680  
RIGHTS: WORLD

BARAKA BOOKS  MAY

“Rendered in beautifully poetic prose… An emphatic yet flawed 
man drives this wonderful novel, the first from an author ready 
for a glittering literary career.” 
—Kirkus Reviews (Starred Review)

New Trade Titles IPG – SUMMER 2016
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Hunting for  
the Mississippi
Camille Bouchard 
Translated by Peter McCambridge

The year is 1684. Twelve-year-old 
Eustache Bréman leaves behind a life of 
misery begging on the streets of France for 
a second chance in the New World with 
his mom, his sweetheart Marie-Élisabeth, 
and Marie-Élisabeth’s family. But life 
is tough, with plenty more tragedy and 
disappointment to come on De La Salle’s 
ill-fated expedition to the Mississippi. Join 
Eustache as he comes of age in Louisiana, 
all in a sparkling English translation that’s 
every bit as modern and playful as Camille 
Bouchard’s original French.

Camille Bouchard transports readers, 
young and old, across continents and ep-
ochs. A writer and an adventurer, he never 
stops writing and travelling. He has won 
Canada’s Governor General’s award and 
has been a finalist five times. He is the au-
thor of more than 80 novels for readers of 
all ages. This is the first book by Camille 
Bouchard to appear in English. Peter Mc-
Cambridge is a full-time, award-winning 
literary translator. Originally from Ireland, 
he holds a BA in modern languages from 
Cambridge University.

FICTION/HISTORY  
210 PAGES,  5.5 X 8.5, 5 MAPS   
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9781771860727   
RIGHTS: WORLD

BARAKA BOOKS  MAY

Crumbling Pageant
Elisabeth Inglis-Jones 
Edited by Sally Roberts Jones

Set in the second half of the 19th Century, 
Crumbling Pageant is the story of Cather-
ine Jones and her lifelong fascination with 
Morfa mansion. The daughter of a doctor, 
who has risen above his farming back-
ground, and an English former governess, 
Catherine moves uneasily between the 
chapel-going Joneses and the local gentry 
wives. Despite her mother’s fervent desire 
for her to enter the upper echelons of 
society, when her cousin William falls in 
love with her she looks destined to remain 
in the farming community. Crumbling 
Pageant is the twenty-fifth publication in 
the Welsh Women’s Classics series.

Elisabeth Inglis-Jones (1900-1994) 
published her first novel Starved Fields in 
1929, which caused something of a scan-
dal because its picture of Cardiganshire 
life showed the men, at least, as drunk-
en brutes. It was followed by five more 
novels, but in her later years she turned to 
local history and biography. Sally Roberts 
Jones is a poet, historian and critic. Born 
in London to a Welsh family and educated 
at UCNW, Bangor, she trained as a librar-
ian, moving to Port Talbot as Reference 
Librarian in 1967.

FICTION/WELSH STUDIES  
355 PAGES,  4.75 X 7.25 
TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9781909983359   
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

HONNO PRESS  MAY

Sibanda and the  
Death Head Moth
C.M. Elliot

More murder mystery thrills from our 
favorite detective. Detective Inspector 
Jabulani Sibanda is back! With his sharp 
instincts and relentless hunger for justice, 
he returns to the bush territory he became 
so familiar with in Sibanda and the Rain-
bird. In this second installment, he is once 
again accompanied by his trusty sidekicks, 
Sergeant Ncube and the infamous Miss 
Daisy. In Sibanda and the Death’s Head 
Moth, Sibanda is short on clues, but, 
with his uncanny intuition, a fragment of 
material found in the brain of one victim, 
a puncture wound in the thigh of another 
and a diary full of coded names, he starts 
to build a case.

C.M. Elliott was born in England, im-
migrated to Australia and completed an 
Honours degree in French Studies at the 
University of Western Australia. She has 
won several literary competitions, most 
recently an Australian national short-sto-
ry competition for The Forbidden Room. 
Her first full-length novel is Sibanda and 
the Rainbird.

FICTION/MYSTERY, 256 PAGES,  9.25 X 6 
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781431421480   
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA &  
NEW ZEALAND

JACANA MEDIA  JUNE
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Equivocator
Stevie Davies

Sebastian has long been haunted by the disappearance of his fa-
ther, Jack Messenger: celebrated travel writer, potential spy and 
murder victim, his absent presence and equivocal past continue 
to cast inescapable shadows over his son, who must also con-
tend with his aging mother’s fragmented memory and his own 
dereliction of a partner. So who is the stranger that buttonholes 
Sebastian at an academic conference on the Welsh coast, and re-
veals lies and transgressions neither outgrown nor comprehend-
ed? How does he know Sebastian, and what are his connections 
to Jack Messenger? Equivocator, in a story that stretches from 
Egypt to Germany, from Iran’s Zagros Mountains to the Gower 
coastline, is a study of fathers and sons, lovers and betrayers, 
loss and recovery, and combines dark fable, satire and a love 
story in its pursuit of the question: can Sebastian find his own 
salvation, despite the inheritance from his father?

Stevie Davies is Professor of Creative Writing at Swansea Uni-
versity. Stevie is both a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature 
and a Fellow of the Welsh Academy. Her latest novel, Awaken-
ing, published by Parthian in 2013, was her twelfth. Stevie has 
won numerous awards for her fiction, and has been long-listed 
for the Booker and Orange Prizes. Several of her books have 
been adapted into radio and screenplays. She writes for the 
Guardian and Independent newspapers, and is a passionate 
sea-swimmer, cyclist and walker on the Gower.

FICTION, 150 PAGES, 5 X 8 
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781910901472  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, SOUTH AMERICA & CARIBBEAN

PARTHIAN BOOKS  MAY

The Illusion of Innocence
Jacqueline Jacques

Three people on a crowded train, brought there by the same 
crime. Archie Price, painter and police artist, blessed with a 
photographic memory, is travelling to Chelmsford to testify in a 
murder trial. The accused, Freddie Porter, is under police escort 
in the guard’s van. Freddie’s sister, Polly, is desperately trying 
to escape her brother’s gang before they realize what she’s 
done, unaware he’s on the same train. When the locomotive is 
derailed, Archie and Polly are injured, and put up by the same 
local family while they recover. Where is Freddie? Polly is so 
terrified she is driven to desperate measures and Archie finds 
himself being drawn into her nightmare...

Jacqueline Jacques was born in war-time Anglesey, North 
Wales, but has lived most of her life within spitting distance 
of London; hence the East End references in each of her seven 
novels. She taught in mainstream primary and special needs 
schools, until the writing bug bit her and has never regretted her 
late career move.

FICTION, 368 PAGES, 5 X 7.75 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9781909983373  
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

HONNO PRESS  MAY
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From a Safe Distance
Suicide is Not the End of the Story
Julia Bishop

After his sister Abbie’s suicide, Newman rediscovers her unpub-
lished manuscript, forgotten in his loft. Considering publication 
he decides to write an introduction to the novel, whose main 
character is Vee, a teacher. However, as the story reaches its 
climax, it is Abbie who will have the last word.

Born in Henley-on-Thames, Julia Bishop studied languages at 
Exeter University and qualified as a teacher at Leicester Univer-
sity. Recently she gained an MA in Philosophy with the Open 
University. This is her first novel.

FICTION, 256 PAGES,  5.5 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $14.99 (CAN $17.99)
ISBN: 9781898595700  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, SOUTH AMERICA & ASIA

SUSSEX ACADEMIC PRESS/ALPHA PRESS  APRIL

Piggy Boy’s Blues
Nakhane Touré

Nakhane Toure’s debut novel, Piggy Boy’s Blues, a distorted 
pastoral, is for all intents and purposes a portrait of the M. 
family. Centred mostly on the protagonist, Davide M., and his 
return to Alice, the town of his birth, the novel portrays a Xho-
sa royal family past its prime and glory. Davide’s journey, from 
the city to the country for peace and quiet, is not what he or the 
characters living in the forgotten and dilapidated house have 
bargained for. His return disturbs and troubles the silence and 
day-to-day practices that his uncle, Ndimphiwe, and the man 
he lives with have kept, resulting in a series of tragic events. Set 
mostly in the Eastern Cape – modern and historical – in Alice 
and Port Elizabeth, Piggy Boy’s Blues is a novel about bound-
aries, the intricacies of love and how the members of the M. 
family sometimes fail at navigating them.

Nakhane Touré is a multimedia artist born in a small town in 
the Eastern Cape called Alice. He was raised predominantly 
in Port Elizabeth and is now based in Johannesburg. After be-
ginning his studies in literature at the University of the Witwa-
tersrand, he embarked on a music career, resulting in an album 
– Brave Confusion – which went on to win a South African 
Music Award for Best Alternative Album.

FICTION, 168 PAGES,  8.5 X 4.5 
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781928337089  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

JACANA MEDIA  APRIL
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Beguiling Miss Bennet
Stories Inspired by the Work of Jane Austen
Elisabeth Lenckos and Emily Ruth Verona 
Edited by Lindsay Ashford and Caroline Oakley

If you’ve ever wished you could dance with Mr Darcy, be 
whisked off your feet by Mr Wickham or indulge in gossip 
with the daring Dashwood sisters this is the volume for you…
the third collection of tales shortlisted for the Chawton House 
Library Short Story Award. The twenty stories take as their 
inspiration minor characters from the famous novels and lesser 
known works and turn them into heroes and heroines for a 
new generation. Award winner ‘The Wedding Planner’ takes 
the characters from Austen’s novella Lady Susan and transports 
them to the 21st century and new modes of communication. 
Some are contemporary to Austen, others contemporary to cur-
rent readers. All offer an intriguing insight into the inner lives of 
one of the world’s most loved authors’ best-loved works.

Lindsay Ashford is the author of seven crime and historical nov-
els. She has also edited several short story collections. The Mys-
terious Death of Miss Austen was dramatized for BBC Radio 4 
in 2014 and has since been optioned for television. Beginning 
in 2009, Elisabeth Lenckos spent three months as a Fellow at 
Chawton House Library, a stay that changed her life. Caroline 
Oakley has worked on the previous two volumes of Chawton 
House Award winning stories as editor at Honno Press. Emily 
Ruth Verona received her Bachelor of Arts in Creative Writing 
and Cinema Studies from The State University of New York at 
Purchase. She is the recipient of the 2014 Pinch Literary Award 
in Fiction.

FICTION, 202 PAGES,  5 X 7.75 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9781909983304  
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

HONNO PRESS  JUNE

Fragments of Place
A World Where Human Folly Exceeds  
the Limits of Fanaticism, Greed,  
Barbarity and Indifference
Aude 
Translated by David Homel

The goal is not to stay alive, but to stay human. —George 
Orwell, 1984 These stories draw us into the intimacy of what 
makes us human. Some are marked by war, social instabili-
ty, totalitarianism, while others are peaceful and reassuring, 
but each emphasizes that great social movements call out for 
improvements to the common good. Fragments of Place asks 
all of us to be aware of the new pages of global history as they 
are written.

Aude is most noted for her 1997 short story collection Cet 
imperceptible mouvement, which won the Governor General’s 
Award for French-language fiction. Aude’s collections include 
Human and The Whole Man. (Aude is the pen name of Char-
lotte Charbonneau-Tisso; she died in 2012.) David Homel is a 
writer, journalist, filmmaker, and translator. He is the author of 
five previous novels.

FICTION, 120 PAGES,  5 X 7.5 
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781550964943  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND,  
EUROPE & SOUTH AMERICA

EXILE EDITIONS  MAY
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Clockwork Canada
Steampunk Fiction
Edited by Dominik Parisien

Welcome to an alternate Canada, where 
steam technology and the wonders and 
horrors of the mechanical age have 
reshaped the past into something both 
wholly familiar yet compellingly different. 
These fifteen supercharged all-new tales 
reimagine Canadian historical events, 
explore other Canadas, and gather inspira-
tion from the northern landscape to make 
us wonder: what if history had gone a 
different way?

Dominik Parisien is an editor, poet, and 
writer. He is the co-editor, with Navah 
Wolfe, of The Starlit Wood and several 
other anthologies. He has worked on 
anthologies with Ann and Jeff VanderMeer, 
including The Time Traveler’s Almanac, 
Sisters of the Revolution, and The Bestiary.

SCIENCE FICTION, 304 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9781550965797   
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA, NEW  
ZEALAND, EUROPE & SOUTH AMERICA

EXILE EDITIONS  MAY

The Selected Stories  
of Leonora Brito
Leonora Brito

Leonora Brito’s literary career, though 
cut tragically short, produced some of 
the most unique, culturally diverse and 
fresh fiction the Welsh writing scene 
has encountered. Though Cardiff-born, 
Brito’s work was frequently shaped by her 
Afro-Carribean roots, and her stories are 
characterised by an abundance of free-
thought and a striking singularity of per-
spective. Full of wry humor and startling 
originality, this collection features some of 
Brito’s most acclaimed stories, including 
‘Mama’s Baby (Papa’s Maybe)’, ‘The Last 
Jumpshot’, and ‘Dat’s Love.’

Leonora Brito was born in Cardiff. 
She studied law and history at Cardiff 
University. Her story ‘Dat’s Love’ won 
her the 1991 Rhys Davies Short Story 
Competition. She also wrote for radio 
and television. She published one collec-
tion of stories, Dat’s Love, in 1996. She 
died in 2007.

FICTION, 250 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781910901212   
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, SOUTH AMERICA  
& CARIBBEAN

PARTHIAN BOOKS  MAY

While We’re Here
China Stories from a  
Writers’ Colony
Edited by Alec Ash and Tom Pellman

Anyone who has lived in China has stories 
to tell. For foreigners and Chinese alike, 
this is a land that transforms itself every 
day, with something to write about on 
every corner. Collected in this anthology 
are 33 contributions, a mix of narrative 
non-fiction, fiction and poetry, from the 
writers’ colony the Anthill. Together, 
they offer glimpses into this quicksilver 
country—by turns funny, touching and 
bizarre. Whether we stay or leave, the 
stories remain.

Alec Ash (“In the Hutong”) is a writer and 
journalist in Beijing, founder and non-fic-
tion editor of the Anthill. His book about 
young China, Wish Lanterns, is forthcom-
ing from Picador. Tom Pellman (“The 
Tiger Suit”) lives in Beijing and is fiction 
editor of the Anthill.

LITERARY COLLECTIONS/ASIAN STUDIES  
228 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25 
TRADE PAPER, $21.99 (CAN $25.99)
ISBN: 9789888273768   
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM,  
EUROPE & CHINA

EARNSHAW BOOKS  MAY
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Understand the Weapon, 
Understand the Wound
Collected Writings
Second edition
John Cornford 
Edited by Jonathan Galassi

Born in 1915 in Cambridge, England, Rupert John Cornford 
was a committed communist who fought in defence of Ma-
drid during the Spanish Civil War and was killed in uncertain 
circumstances at Lopera, near Córdoba in 1936. Though his life 
was tragically brief, he documented his experiences of the con-
flict through poetry, letters to family and his lover, and political 
and critical prose which spoke out against the fascist regime and 
its ideologies. Edited by key US literary figure Jonathan Galas-
si, and with a new afterword, Cornford’s eclectic writings are 
presented together in this compelling collection.

Rupert John Cornford (1915 – 1936) was an English poet, com-
munist and Charles Darwin’s great-grandson. He was a member 
of the International Brigades and died while fighting fascism 
during the Spanish Civil War. Jonathan Galassi was born in 
Seattle, is the President and Publisher of Farrar, Straus and 
Giroux, one of the eight major publishers in New York. He is a 
translator and poet and his honors include a 1989 Guggenheim 
Fellowship and being an honorary chairman of the Academy  
of American Poets.

LITERARY COLLECTIONS/HISTORY, 204 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $14.99 (CAN $17.99)
ISBN: 9781784102487  (REPLACES: 9780856351525)  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, NEW ZEALAND, CENTRAL AMERICA, SOUTH 
AMERICA, CARIBBEAN, PHILIPPINES, SOUTH KOREA & MICRONESIA

CARCANET PRESS LTD./FYFIELDBOOKS  APRIL

“Cornford’s life speaks for itself in a way that burns the imag-
ination. The fact that Cornford lived is an important lesson to 
the leaders of democracies. It shows that people will live and die 
and fight for democracy if it gives them the justice and freedom 
which are worth fighting for.” —Stephen Spender

Hoggwash
The Callaghan and Rosenblatt  
Epistolary Convergence
Barry Callaghan and Joe Rosenblatt 
Introduction by Catherine Owen

A remarkable achievement notable for its sustained conversa-
tional brilliance of style, wealth of literary history, incisive snap-
shots and portraits of people and places, and for the window 
it opens onto the unfolding human and artistic drama of two 
great Canadian writers who have exchanged correspondences 
for decades. Joe Rosenblatt and Barry Callaghan have been 
combative, ecstatic compadres for over 40 years. Hoggwash, 
a convergence by epistle, is a tribute not just to their enduring 
friendship but to the life of the imagination itself. There is no 
record of correspondence like this, anywhere in the world.

Barry Callaghan is an author, poet, anthologist and transla-
tor. He has published some 20 books of fiction, nonfiction 
and poetry, most recently Between Trains, Beside Still Waters 
and Raise You Twenty – part of the Raise You Five/Ten/
Twenty nonfiction series. He has been translated into seven 
languages. Joe Rosenblatt has written more than 20 books, 
selections from which have appeared in over 30 anthologies 
of Canadian authors.

LITERARY COLLECTIONS/PHILOSOPHY, 136 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.5 
10 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 9 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS,  
24 W/C ILLUSTRATIONS   
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9781550965094  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, EUROPE  
& SOUTH AMERICA

EXILE EDITIONS  MAY
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PN Review 226
The Winter 2015 issue of PN Review

88 PAGES
6 B&W PHOTOS, 2 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,  
17 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS   
ISBN: 9781784101374

PN Review 225
The Fall 2015 issue of PN Review

80 PAGES
3 COLOR PHOTOS, 13 B&W PHOTOS,  
1 COLOR ILLUSTRATION, 6 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS   
ISBN: 9781784101367 

PN Review 227
The Winter 2016 issue of PN Review

80 PAGES
5 B&W PHOTOS, 1 COLOR ILLUSTRATION,  
16 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS   
ISBN: 9781784101381

New Poetry TitlesRIVER NORTH EDITIONS

PN Review
Edited by Luke Allan and Michael Schmidt

PN Review, one of the most outstanding literary journals  
of our time.

Luke Allan studied Literature & Creative Writing at UEA. 
Before joining Carcanet in 2015 he worked as a project manager 
in the Arts in Newcastle and Edinburgh, and managed Studio 
Alec Finlay and the poetry press Morning Star. He is found-
ing-director of the poetry press sine wave peak and co-founder 
of the poetry magazine Butcher’s Dog; he also edits the journal 
Quait and is former editor of the Newcastle Philosophy Society 
journal. In 2011 his poetry received a Northern Promise Award. 
His first collection, minimum soft exchange, will be published by 
MIEL in 2015. Michael Schmidt FRSL, poet, scholar, critic and 
translator, was born in Mexico in 1947; he studied at Harvard 
and at Wadham College, Oxford, before settling in England. 
Among his many publications are several collections of poems 
and a novel, The Colonist (1981), about a boy’s childhood in 
Mexico. He is general editor of PN Review and founder as well 
as managing director of Carcanet Press.

POETRY/LITERARY CRITICISM, 8.25 X 11.75 
TRADE PAPER, $10.99 (CAN $12.99)
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, NEW ZEALAND, CENTRAL AMERICA, SOUTH 
AMERICA, CARIBBEAN, PHILIPPINES, SOUTH KOREA & MICRONESIA

CARCANET PRESS LTD.  MAY
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Skies
Alison Brackenbury

The beauty of the Goucestershire land-
scape and sky-scape are Alison Bracken-
bury’s commanding theme, her landscapes 
are historied, the skies always in vivid 
motion, moving towards elegy. The two 
World Wars and their poets are present, 
but also the nearer histories of family, the 
intimate arrest of older poems.

Alison Brackenbury was born in Lincoln-
shire in 1953 and studied at Oxford. She 
now lives in Gloucestershire, where she 
works, as a director and manual worker, 
in the family metal finishing business. Her 
Carcanet collections include Dreams of 
Power (1981), Breaking Ground (1984), 
Christmas Roses (1988), Selected Poems 
(1991), 1829 (1995), After Beethoven 
(2000) and Bricks and Ballads (2004). Her 
poems have been included on BBC Radio 
3 and 4, and 1829 was produced by Julian 
May for Radio 3. Her work recently won 
a Cholmondeley Award.

POETRY, 72 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $15.99 (CAN $18.99)
ISBN: 9781784101800   
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, NEW ZEALAND, CEN-
TRAL AMERICA, SOUTH AMERICA, CARIBBEAN, 
PHILIPPINES, SOUTH KOREA & MICRONESIA

CARCANET PRESS LTD.  APRIL

Serengeti Songs
Chris McCully

The formation of the Serengeti in Africa, 
the emergence of homo sapiens, the amaz-
ing wildlife, patterns of migration and 
predation are the themes of the fiercely 
engaged poems and photographs in this 
unusual book, which brings to life Tanza-
nia and Kenya to our eyes and ears.

Chris McCully was born in Bradford, 
Yorkshire in 1958. He worked as a full-
time academic, specialising in the history 
of the English language and on English 
sound-structure as well as on verse and 
verse-form, at the University of Manchester 
(1985-2003) before deciding to spend more 
time on writing. His Selected Poems ap-
peared from Carcanet in 2012. He remains 
chairman and co-director of the Modern 
Literary Archives program at the John Ry-
lands University Library, Manchester.
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Through
David Herd

Written between 2011 and 2015, 
Through continues the inquiry into the 
language of public space that David Herd 
embarked upon in All Just. Here, five ex-
tended poems address the ways contem-
porary public language has been rendered 
officially hostile. Considering the cost of 
such official hostility to human intima-
cy, Through sets out to register broken 
affections, to explore the possibilities of 
solidarity and trust.

David Herd is a poet, critic, teacher and 
activist. He has given readings and lectures 
in Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, the 
USA and the UK, and his poems, essays 
and reviews have been widely published 
in magazines, journals and newspapers. 
His collections of poetry include All Just 
(Carcanet, 2012) and Outwith (Bookthug, 
2012), and his recent writings on the pol-
itics of human movement have appeared 
in Los Angeles Review of Books, Parallax 
and Almost Island. He is Professor of 
Modern Literature at the University of 
Kent and a co-organizer of Refugee Tales.
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Dog Star Notations
Selected Poems 1999 - 2016
Håkan Sandell 
Translated by Bill Coyle

In 1995 Håkan Sandell published Om Ret-
rogardismen (On Retrogardism), a book 
which argued that poetry had become too 
insular and contemptuous of its own me-
dium to communicate meaningfully with 
the public. The remedy Sandell proposed 
was a return to techniques and genres that 
modernism had rejected or neglected. But 
anyone who dubs himself a Retrogardist is 
being as much playful as provocative. Dog 
Star Notations is a collection of commu-
nications addressed to both the head and 
heart of the reader.

Håkan Sandell has published eighteen 
collections or pamphlets of poetry, most 
recently Ode till Demiurgen (Ode to the 
Demiurge, 2013). He is also a translator 
and critic, and a cofounder of the artis-
tic movement known as Retrogardism. 
Bill Coyle’s poems and translations have 
appeared in journals including the Hudson 
Review, PN Review and Poetry. His first 
book of poetry, The God of This World 
to His Prophet, won the New Criterion 
Poetry Prize in 2006. 
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Holy Toledo!
John Clegg

Sometime during the twentieth century, 
the self-mythology of the literary critic 
fused with that of the cowboy: a lone 
outrider, practicing a defunct trade, whose 
consolation was rugged stoicism and a 
beautiful terrain. John Clegg’s startling 
new collection unravels this myth, exca-
vating as it does so certain strange cities: 
1930s Cambridge, 1960s Oxford, Socorro 
in New Mexico, and Toledo, Rilke’s 
‘incomparable city’, where the famed elev-
enth-century Translation School warped 
over five hundred years into a mythical 
University of Demonology. Holy Toledo! 
is a history of English literary criticism 
in the twentieth century; a bestiary of the 
American Southwest; an unreliable guide 
to the desert; and some doubtful biograph-
ical footnotes. The poems in this book 
have their own rangy energy.

John Clegg was born in Chester in 1986, 
and grew up in Cambridge. In 2013, he 
won an Eric Gregory Award. His work 
was anthologized in Carcanet’s bestselling 
New Poetries VI anthology. He gained a 
PhD in English Literature from Durham 
University and currently works as a book-
seller in London.
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The Windows  
of Graceland
Martina Evans

From the winner of the Betty Trask Award 
and the Premio Ciampi International 
Prize for Poetry comes a collection which 
explores a 1960s Catholic upbringing in 
Cork, Ireland, set against the backdrop 
of Graceland and the poet’s love for 
the music of Elvis Presley. Drawing on 
Evans’ first five collections, The Windows 
of Graceland also delves into the dark 
recesses of Ireland’s past and the violent 
atrocities committed by the Black and 
Tans, the IRA and the Easter Uprising. A 
leading voice in Irish literature, Martina 
Evans continues to drive right through 
to the emotional core of her readers with 
these sharp and compelling poems.

Martina Evans was born in 1961, the 
youngest of ten children, and grew up in 
County Cork. After training as a radiog-
rapher in Dublin she moved to London in 
1988. Her first collection of poems, The 
Inniscarra Bar and Cycle Rest, appeared 
in 1995 and was followed by three further 
collections, All Alcoholics are Charmers 
(1998), Can Dentists Be Trusted? (2004) 
and Facing the Public (2009).
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New and Selected Poems
Ian McMillan

Lauded as a ‘national treasure’ and ‘world class’ by his contem-
poraries, ‘Bard of Barnsley’ Ian McMillan is one of Britain’s 
well-loved poets, performers, broadcasters and entertainers. The 
host of The Verb, BBC Radio 3’s Cabaret of The Word, Mc-
Millan has been injecting soul and vibrancy into the UK literary 
scene for over two decades. His humorous and witty observa-
tions of everyday life, fused with his northern, working-class 
voice has made him a household name. This long-awaited 
collection brings together poems from his previous publications 
plus new and unseen ones.

Ian McMillan was born in Barnsley in 1957. He published his 
first Carcanet book of poems, The Changing Problem, in 1980. 
Now It Can Be Told appeared in 1983, Dad, the Donkey’s 
On Fire in 1994. Selected Poems (Poetry Book Society Rec-
ommendation) has gone through several printings. He first 
made his name through his work with the Poetry Circus in the 
early 1980s. Since then he has become famous for his work in 
schools, radio and television (the Mark Radcliffe Show, The 
Verb, Poetry Please and Newsnight Review), as Poet in Resi-
dence for Barnsley F.C., and in poetry venues across the nation.
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“Inching towards the status of a National Treasure.”  
—Andy Kershaw

Muddy River
Selected Poems
Sergey Stratanovsky 
Translated by J. Kates

From the canals of St Petersburg, the steppes of Central Asia, 
the mountains of the Caucasus, and the landscape of Pales-
tine, this collection from award-winning Russian poet Sergey 
Stratanovsky is overtly conscious of the continuing disloca-
tions and evolutions of the times. A writer since the late 1960s, 
Stratanovsky’s poetry has changed in form over the years, 
but always maintained a strong sociological eye and a deeply 
religious soul. Muddy River brings together the poems from 
Stratanovsky’s previous seven collections, published here in 
English for the first time.

J. Kates is a poet and literary translator who lives in Fitzwil-
liam, New Hampshire. In 1968 Sergey Stratanovsky graduated 
from Leningrad University.  He became well known through the 
anthology Apollon-77 and in The Blue Lagoon Anthology of 
Russian Poetry (1983). His first pubication inside Russia was in 
the collection Krug (1985).
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“He does not paint in half-tones. The clash of clear, bright colors 
and sharp lines — this is his poetry.” —Russian literary critic 
Nikita Eliseev
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Daodejing
Laozi 
Translated by Martyn Crucefix

“so both thrive both discovering bliss— real power is female it 
rises from beneath” These 81 brief poems from the 5th century 
BCE make up a foundational text in world culture. In elegant, 
simple yet elusive language, the Daodejing develops its vision of 
humankind’s place in the world in personal, moral, social, po-
litical and cosmic terms. Martyn Crucefix’s superb new versions 
in English reflect – for the very first time – the radical fluidity 
of the original Chinese texts as well as placing the mysterious 
‘dark’ feminine power at their heart. Laozi, the putative author, 
is said to have despaired of the world’s venality and corruption, 
but he was persuaded to leave the Daodejing poems as a parting 
gift, as inspiration and as a moral and political handbook.

Martyn Crucefix has won numerous prizes including a major 
Eric Gregory award and a Hawthornden Fellowship. He has 
published 7 collections of poetry including Hurt: ‘an exception-
al ear . . . urgent, heartfelt, controlled and masterful.’ (Poetry 
London). His translation of Rilke’s Duino Elegies was shortlist-
ed for the Popescu Prize for European Poetry Translation and 
hailed as ‘unlikely to be bettered for very many years’ (Magma). 
Laozi was a philosopher and poet of ancient China.
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“Crucefix’s translation will have, and keep, a place on my shelves 
where all the poetry lives.” —Philip Pullman 

In the Orchard
Anne Stevenson

In the Orchard is not so much a collection of poems about birds 
as a book of memories and rare moments in which a number of 
familiar birds have played a spark-like role in bringing poems 
about. They are chiefly lyrical in character and range in time 
from ‘Resurrection’ written over fifty years ago to recent poems 
like ‘The Bully Thrush’, but they are not ordered chronological-
ly and shouldn’t be associated with events in the poet’s private 
life. The etchings by Alan Turnbull are the result of his patient 
and painstaking study of each bird as it relates to the poem in 
which it appears.

Anne Stevenson, an Anglo-American who has lived in Britain 
for many years, published eleven collections of poems with 
OUP before Bloodaxe Books brought out two further volumes 
incorporated into her collected Poems 1995–2005. Her Selected 
Poems were published by The Library of America, after she won 
The Poetry Foundation of America’s Neglected Master’s Award 
in 2007. Alan Turnbull studied Fine Art at Newcastle Univer-
sity and at Chelsea College of Art. In the mid 1990s he began 
making prints and etching now forms a large part of his work. 
His work takes the form of sequences of etchings often based on 
literary texts.
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“She is a voice for our age” —Andrew Motion 
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Of Architecture
The Territories of a Mind
Vladimir Azarov 
Illustrations by Nina Bunjevac 
Introduction by Edward Kay

This is a book of border crossings, with 
Vladimir Azarov on the move, exploring 
inner architectures of luminous vibrancy: 
the madness of a king who wants to be 
a swan, Michaelangelo chiselling a heart 
that beats into his David, Tsar Peter with 
his three pet dwarfs acting as generals 
in the army, Vera Zasulich who became 
the world’s first woman terrorist, Robin-
son Crusoe hunting for the footprints of 
Friday, Michael Jackson pretending he 
is Marcel Marceau as he woos Marlene 
Dietrich in Paris, and more stand-out char-
acters from history…

Vladimir Azarov is an architect and poet, 
and has published Seven Lives, Strong 
Words, and translations in an English/Rus-
sian bilingual edition, of Anna Akhmato-
va, Alexander Pushkin, and Andrei Vozne-
sensky. Nina Bunjevac of Yugoslavia deals 
with themes of the immigrant experience, 
loneliness and nationalism. Her work has 
appeared in Mineshaft, Balkan Women in 
Comics and Best American Comics.
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Vanishing Act
Giles Blunt

When Giles Blunt’s first crime novel ap-
peared, the Toronto Star said it “imme-
diately raises the bar of Canadian crime 
fiction.” The Globe and Mail calls him “a 
master storyteller,” and fans of Blunt’s fic-
tion are familiar with his ability to shape 
a tense narrative for maximum impact. 
With Vanishing Act, his debut collection 
of verse, Blunt delivers equally potent 
strength and quality, opening up for the 
reader a new, “wicked pack of cards” – in 
that deck, a cast of characters that speak 
to the different stages of personal journey: 
coming of age, heartbreak, terrible loss, 
the fear of death, philosophical musing, 
and the personal apocalypse that may one 
day come…

Giles Blunt grew up in North Bay, On-
tario. After studying English literature at 
the University of Toronto, he moved to 
New York City, where he lived for the 
next twenty years, before moving back to 
Toronto in 2002. His John Cardinal crime 
novels have been published in more than a 
dozen languages, and have won the British 
Crime Writers’ Silver Dagger Award, and 
the Crime Writers of Canada Arthur Ellis 
award for best novel (twice).
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The Lives of Coat 
Hangers
Sudesh Mishra

In Sudesh Mishra’s new collection the 
opening poem, ‘The Capacious Muse’, acts 
as a manifesto or declaration of intent. 
It’s a sequence of aphoristic sentences 
that begins: ‘The muse will not proscribe.’ 
In other words, this poet will not rule 
anything out as the fit subject for a poem. 
Sudesh Mishra is a philosophical poet, one 
preoccupied not only with how meaning is 
made, but with how meaning is manifested 
in the modern world. His poetry is rich in 
the truths revealed by humble, humdrum 
objects, as in the title poem, ‘The Lives of 
Coat Hangers’: They wait for a latch to 
raise an eyebrow, For a shadow to step in 
from the light. They long to be held in the 
arms of a coat …

Sudesh Mishra was born in Fiji and is the 
author of four books of poetry, including 
Diaspora and the Difficult Art of Dying. 
His poems have also been much antholo-
gized. Sudesh has taught at universities in 
Fiji, Australia and Scotland. He is current-
ly head of the School of Language, Arts 
and Media at the University of the South 
Pacific in Suva.
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Crowd Sensations
Judy Brown

Judy Brown’s new poetry collection, Crowd Sensations, show-
cases her subtle and dazzling style. A poet whose work is in-
spired as much by thoughtful speculation and metaphysics as it 
is by personal experience and relationships, Brown’s poems sur-
prise and delight at every turn. A central theme is the contrast 
between the city and the countryside. As well as spells living in 
London and Hong Kong, the author’s recent residencies at the 
Wordsworth Trust in Grasmere and at Gladstone’s Library in 
North Wales have provided key moments of inspiration. Her 
skill at paradox is evident in poems of unsettling intimacy, such 
as ‘Poem In Which I Am Not Shortsighted’ alongside poems of 
uneasy domesticity such as ‘On The Last Evening We Watch 
Movies in Bed’. There is also some quiet, edgy humour in ‘Poem 
in the Voice of a Dead Cockroach’ and ‘Was this review helpful 
to you?’.

Judy Brown was born in Cheshire and studied English at the 
universities of Cambridge and Newcastle-upon-Tyne. She is 
now based in Wirksworth, Derbyshire, working as a freelance 
writer, and tutor. During 2013 Judy was Poet-in-Residence at 
the Wordsworth Trust, at Dove Cottage in Grasmere. Her first 
book, Loudness was shortlisted for the Forward and Aldeburgh 
prizes for best first collection.
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“A poet who instinctively sees the possibilities of defamiliarisa-
tion wherever she casts her penetrating, colour-loving eye.”  
—Carol Rumens, Guardian

As the Verb Tenses
Lynley Edmeades

As the Verb Tenses is the work of a reflective and sensitive 
poetic talent: one run with gleaming wires of joy. In poems 
that gather together the vivid details of childhood memory, the 
surreal juxtapositions of life in the contemporary West, the wry 
observations of a temporary expatriate, the deeply lodged pain 
of historical and personal loss, Lynley Edmeades speaks to us 
in delicately spun lines that press out ironies, dissonances and 
profound formative experience. From playful, rhythmical poems 
about the art of dinner conversation, to warm glimpses of 
intimacy, she lays poetry’s table with the knife of light satire, the 
bright salt of wit, the heady wine of love, the bread of knowl-
edge. This quietly poised, confident first collection has a musi-
cal, emotional and thematic range of a substantial new talent.

Lynley Edmeades was born in Putaruru. Her poetry, reviews 
and academic writing have been published in New Zealand, the 
US, Europe and Australia. In 2011 she completed an MA at the 
Seamus Heaney Centre for Poetry at Queen’s University, Belfast.
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A Formula for Night
New and Selected Poems
Tamar Yoseloff

This book includes dazzling new work as 
well as selections from Yoseloff’s print 
collections and pieces from collaborations 
with artists. The title poem was commis-
sioned by the Hayward Gallery for their 
2013 exhibition Light Show and is based 
on an installation by the Welsh artist 
Cerith Wyn Evans – a meditation on the 
space between heaven and earth. The 
poems in this collection are also concerned 
with heavenly presences, as well as evil 
spirits, explorations of light and dark. As 
well as the title piece, many other poems 
are informed by the work of visual artists, 
such as David Harker, Alison Gill, Susan 
Collis and Fred Sandback.

Tamar Yoseloff is the author of four 
collections, including Sweetheart, a Poetry 
Book Society Special Commendation and 
the winner of the Jerwood / Aldeburgh 
Festival Prize. Her most recent collections 
are The City with Horns (Salt, 2011) and 
Formerly, a chapbook incorporating pho-
tographs by Vici MacDonald (Hercules 
Editions, 2012).
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A Boat Called Annalise
Lynne Hjelmgaard

The poet Lynne Hjelmgaard has written 
a beautifully evocative recollection of 
a journey she took by sailboat with her 
husband across the Atlantic to the Carib-
bean and Europe. A Boat Called Annalise 
moves from scenes of risk and turbulence, 
of wild beauty on the open water, to 
visions of their dream-like destination in 
the West Indies. The author’s clear-eyed 
and tender observations are as insightful 
about the paradox of paradise: tropical 
splendor amidst local poverty, as they are 
about the challenges of relationships at 
close quarters.

Lynne Hjelmgaard was born in New 
York City and lives in London. She 
taught Creative Art for children in var-
ious schools and institutions before she 
started writing poetry. 
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Masculine Happiness
David Foster-Morgan

Masculine Happiness is the thoughtful 
and winning debut collection from the 
Wales-based poet David Foster-Morgan. 
Complex, ironic, layered, fashioned with 
an acute and subtle intelligence, these 
poems are as likely to reference Elvis as 
Borges. They are also likely to unsettle the 
reader with their array of unpredictable 
and frequently sinister voices and events. 
Many of the author’s formal strategies are 
modernist: prose and shaped and ‘found’ 
pieces are included.

David Foster-Morgan was born in Tenby 
and raised in Cardiff. He read Philosophy 
at University College, London and has 
an MSc in Computing from Cardiff. He 
has been widely published in a number of 
journals including Poetry Wales, Envoi, 
Smiths Knoll and The Interpreter’s House, 
and was recently shortlisted in the Times 
Literary Supplement Poetry Competition.
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Tomorrow’s Bright 
White Light
Jan Conn

Acclaimed poet Jan Conn’s latest book, 
Tomorrow’s Bright White Light, offers 
poems as phenomenological guides to an 
approximation of a future “truth.” The 
collection includes poems about odd, 
secretive childhood events and poems that 
visit the badlands of adolescence from 
both male and female viewpoints. Some 
poems deal with the struggles of contem-
porary life in its many guises, while others 
derive from Conn’s time in Latin America. 
Obvious or not, all of the poems in this 
stunning collection are linked, creating a 
personal mosaic of the poet’s many lives 
and experiences.

Canadian-American poet Jan Conn was 
brought up in Asbestos, Quebec. She now 
lives in Great Barrington, Massachusetts 
and is a professor of Biomedical Sciences 
whose research is focused on the genet-
ics and ecology of mosquitoes. She has 
published eight previous books of poetry, 
most recently Botero’s Beautiful Horses 
and Edge Effects.
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Tourist
Lara Bozabalian

Opening with an aubade for the labyrin-
thian corners of Bombay’s largest slum, 
Tourist is a collection that is unafraid of 
shadows, and aims to unearth the unseen. 
Set across time and landscape—modern 
day Michigan, 1970’s Cambodia, WWI 
England, the kaleidoscopic mindscape of 
an Alzheimer patient - these poems draw 
us into lives that, initially, seem foreign, 
yet provoke our solidarity in the face of 
disorientation—a boy facing his first bank-
ruptcy, an Elephant facing destruction at 
the hands of poachers. The book culmi-
nates in ‘Beethoven Walks’, an elegiac war 
cry from a man who wades in and out of 
darkness like a modern day Odysseus, and 
the churning resilience that sets him free.

Lara Bozabalian is an award-winning 
writer, and author of the bestselling collec-
tion of poetry, The Cartographer’s Skin. 
In both 2014 and 2015, Lara was named 
Toronto’s Best Poet in the Now Magazine 
Best of Toronto Poll. She has featured at 
TEDxIB and lectured, workshopped, and 
performed her work at several Canadian 
universities.
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To Greet Yourself 
Arriving
Michael Fraser

The poems in award-winning poet Michael 
Fraser’s second collection explore and 
display the lives of historically significant 
people of African descent from both the 
Americas and Africa. To Greet Yourself 
Arriving highlights eminent and well-
known historical figures such as Barack 
Obama, Harriet Tubman, and Oscar Pe-
terson, and also illuminates figures such as 
George E. Carter, the first Canadian-born 
Black judge in Canada and Carolina Maria 
Jesus, an impoverished woman from a Sao 
Paolo favela, whose diary, Child of the 
Dark, became the best-selling book in Bra-
zilian publishing history. The collection’s 
poems sizzle, pulse, and shine under Fras-
er’s skilled attention to his poetic craft.

Michael Fraser is a Toronto high school 
teacher, poet, and writer. He has been 
published in various national and inter-
national anthologies and journals. His 
manuscript, The Serenity of Stone, won 
the 2007 Canadian Aid Literary Award 
Contest and was published in 2008 by 
Bookland Press. His poem, “For Blanche,” 
won the 2009 Poemata “poem of the 
year” contest. He is the creator and former 
director of the Plasticine Poetry Series.
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This Paper Boat
Gregory Kan

In This Paper Boat, poet Gregory Kan traces the life and written 
fragments of Robin Hyde, vivid with imagery and impression 
– the tide pool at Island Bay and its shrimp, the driftwood and 
crushed lemon leaves. He listens to the stories of his parents and 
of their parents, the eels and milk, frangipani trees and barbed 
wire of their childhoods. He remembers a jungle of his own; he 
searches for a friend gone astray; he finds ghosts. Entwined as 
narrative but reft with fragments, this book examines the public 
and private rituals of institutions, martial and medical, and of 
communities, families and individuals. With the irreparable frac-
tures in identity and material, time and space, the author discov-
ers a world driven by its incompleteness and constructability.

Gregory Kan is a writer based in Auckland. He completed an 
BA at the University of Auckland and an MA in creative writing 
at the International Institute of Modern Letters, Victoria Uni-
versity of Wellington. Kan’s work is featured or forthcoming in 
literary journals such as brief, Hue & Cry, otoliths, Percutio, 
Sport and Turbine. His essay Borrowed Lungs was included in 
Tell You What: Great New Zealand Nonfiction 2015.

POETRY, 88 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $24.99 (CAN $29.99)
ISBN: 9781869408459  
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

AUCKLAND UNIVERSITY PRESS  JUNE

Dopamine Blunder
Lori Cayer

In her astounding third collection, poet Lori Cayer takes on 
the juggernaut role of steward of human nature and subse-
quently explodes the myth of happiness through a multi-facet-
ed lens of anthropology, socio-biology, sociology, psychology, 
archaeology, medicine and philosophy. Hinging on erasure 
and found material, Dopamine Blunder investigates these 
fundamental questions as our millennium enfolds with equal 
uncertainty and trepidation.

Lori Cayer is the author of two volumes of poetry: Stealing 
Mercury and Attenuations of Force. She serves as co-editor for 
Contemporary Verse 2 and is co-founder of the Lansdowne 
Prize for Poetry/Prix Lansdowne de poésie. She has previously 
served as the Manitoba rep for the League of Canadian Poets 
and currently sits as secretary on the League’s National Council.

POETRY, 100 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9781988040059  
RIGHTS: WORLD

TIGHTROPE BOOKS, INC.  MAY
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Jack & Mollie (& Her)
Jordie Albiston

Jack & Mollie (& Her) is an exuberant, original and wildly 
inventive verse novel, which tells the story of ‘J’ through the 
eyes of her two dogs, Jack and Mollie. The dogs are adopted by 
J at a time when she is downcast, and their presence in her life 
proves vivifying and redemptive. In between the dogs’ adven-
tures, they provide observant commentary on her life.

Jordie Albiston was born in 1961 in Melbourne. She studied 
music at the Victorian College of the Arts before turning to 
writing and completing a PhD in literature. She is the author of 
seven collections of poetry, most recently The Book of Ethel. 
Her poetry has been widely anthologized and published in Aus-
tralia and overseas.

POETRY, 130 PAGES, 5 X 7.75 
TRADE PAPER, $20.95 (CAN $24.95)
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Joy and Sorrow –  
Songs of Ancient China
A New Translation of Shi Jing Guo Feng:  
A Chinese–English Bilingual Edition
Ha Poong Kim

The Shi Jing is the oldest anthology of Chinese songs. It con-
tains 305 songs of ancient China, composed in the 12th to 7th 
century BCE. The collection is divided into four parts. The 
present work is a translation of its first part, namely Guo Feng, 
which translates as “songs of states” within the Zhou kingdom 
(1122–255 BCE). Ha Poong Kim’s translation has incorporated 
the results of some recent Japanese studies which question the 
traditional, Confucian approach to the text, thereby recovering 
the original meaning of many songs in the Guo Feng. It is hoped 
that this Chinese–English Bilingual Edition makes the voices of 
joys and sorrows of this ancient land audible to a modern read-
ership, not only in the West but also in China as well.

Ha Poong Kim, a native of Korea, taught philosophy, both 
Western and Eastern, at Eastern Illinois University for over 
twenty years. His most recent works (after retirement) include 
Reading Lao Tzu: A Companion to the Tao Te Ching, with a 
New Translation, and “Oh, Let Me Return”: Nature Poems of 
China (in Korean).

POETRY, 224 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9781845197926  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, SOUTH AMERICA & ASIA

SUSSEX ACADEMIC PRESS  APRIL
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Fractals
New & Selected Poems /  
Translations, 1980-2015
Sudeep Sen

Sudeep Sen’s Fractals includes a wide swath of his poetry, from 
1980 to the present, as well as a representative collection of 
his translations into English of other poets writing in Bengali, 
Hindu, Urdu and other languages. Sen’s poems are both vivid 
observations and insightful meditations, often ekphrastic in that 
they are inspired by other art forms -- from modern European 
painters to classical Indian dancers. Narratives generally under-
lie his poems, giving us stories from around the world, past and 
present, from the grit of war to the mysteries of mythology.

Sudeep Sen studied at University of Delhi and as an Inlaks 
Scholar received an MS from Columbia University (New York). 
His awards/fellowships include: Hawthornden (UK), Pushcart 
Prize nomination (USA), BreadLoaf (USA), Pleiades (Macedo-
nia), NLPVF Dutch Foundation for Literature (Amsterdam), 
Ledig House (New York), and Sanskriti (New Delhi).

POETRY, 384 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5 
2 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS   
TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9780930324988  (REPLACES: 97893520708629781845)  
RIGHTS: WORLD

WINGS PRESS  APRIL

“...In Fractals, Sudeep Sen is telling the world that he has pro-
duced a substantial body of work, some of it honoured by inter-
national prizes and worthy of standing between hard covers on 
a serious reader’s shelf.... Sen has carved out a distinctive space 
for himself. It’s time for the rest of us to sit up and take notice.” 
—Shashi Tharoor, Outlook India

Far Out
Poems of the ‘60s
Edited by Wendy Barker and Dave Parsons

Far Out: Poems of the ‘60s includes poems by over 80 poets 
who remember that tumultuous decade from a wide range of 
vantage points. This collection brings to life the experiences of 
people who vividly remember the effects of the assassinations of 
Medgar Evars, JFK, Malcolm X, and Martin Luther King, who 
lived through the period of the Vietnam War and the protests 
against it, and who experienced the rise of Second-Wave Femi-
nism, the Civil Rights Act and the emergence of the Black Power 
Movement, as well as the Apollo 11 moon landing.

Wendy Barker’s sixth collection of poetry, One Blackbird at 
a Time (BkMk Press, 2015), received the John Ciardi Prize 
for Poetry. Her fourth chapbook is From the Moon, Earth Is 
Blue. David M. Parsons, 2011 Texas Poet Laureate, grew up in 
Austin. Parsons was a recipient of a N.E.H. Dante Fellowship 
to SUNY, the French-American Legation Poetry Prize, and the 
Baskerville Publisher’s Prize. He was inducted into The Texas 
Institute of Letters in 2009.

POETRY/AMERICAN STUDIES, 384 PAGES, 6 X 9 
1 B&W ILLUSTRATION   
TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9781609405014  
RIGHTS: WORLD

WINGS PRESS  APRIL

“For readers like me, born too late to experience the 1960s in 
person, Far Out is something of an eye-opener. It was a decade 
shaped not only by hippies and activists, but by open-minded, 
politically active, inventive poets whose counter-cultural ideas 
prefigured and often supported what became predominant 
themes later in the century, like multicultural literature, ethnic 
identity, equity in labor, liberation from gender and sexual ste-
reotypes, political transparency. Far Out includes work by some 
of the most distinguished poets of the time, as well as poems 
reflecting on how this compelling era shaped lives  — transform-
ing poems of deeply personal histories from folks who were 
changed by the experience of living through that vibrant decade.” 
—Richard Blanco, 2012 Presidential Innaugural Poet
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She Becomes Time
Margaret Randall

Margaret Randall’s new collection, She Becomes Time, con-
tinues her legacy of poetry that combines the intimate with the 
global, history with feeling, memory with the world we touch 
and see, showing--always in surprising ways--how these impact 
and intersect each other. The book begins with a group of 
poems about her childhood, in which the poet reveals secrets 
and asks unexpected questions. It ends with breathtaking series 
about Mexico and Cuba, countries the poet knows well and 
which she takes on without any idealization.

Margaret Randall is a feminist poet, writer, photographer and 
social activist. She is the author of over 100 books.

POETRY/AMERICAN STUDIES, 144 PAGES,  6 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $15.99 (CAN $18.99)
ISBN: 9781609405090  
RIGHTS: WORLD

WINGS PRESS  JUNE

“What a cause for celebration: a new book by the incomparable 
artist and activist Margaret Randall, whose words have always 
been sobering reminders of the fractures in our broken world, 
though she never delivers her wisdom without hope. “The future 
of poetry is safe,” she tells us, and indeed, each poem in She 
Becomes Time affirms that glorious and necessary truth. A gem 
of a book from a true literary legend!” —Rigoberto González, 
author, Unpeopled Eden 

The Magic of Mariachi /  
La Magia del Mariachi
Steven P. Schneider 
Illustrations by Reefka Schneider

The Magic of Mariachi / La Magia del Mariachi is a fascinating 
book that combines two disciplines – art and poetry – creating 
a treasure of lyrical poetry and strikingly beautiful paintings of 
mariachi musicians. The twenty four poems, written in English 
and skillfully translated into Spanish, were created in response 
to each of the twenty-four works of art in the book.

Steven P. Schneider is professor of Creative Writing and Lit-
erature and Cultural Studies at The University of Texas Rio 
Grande Valley. He is co-creator with his artist wife Reefka of 
the traveling exhibit and book Borderlines. Reefka Schneider 
is one of the foremost artists of “la frontera,” the binational 
region of the Rio Grande Valley. She is co-creator of the highly 
acclaimed traveling exhibit Borderlines: Drawing Border Lives / 
Fronteras: dibujando las vidas fronterizas, published as a book 
by Wings Press in 2010. 
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“The Magic of Mariachi / La Magia del Mariachi is an affirmation 
of life, personal resilience and cultural survival, documenting 
the power and the symbolism of mariachi music. Based on the 
actual history of this music and the factual lives of students and 
musicians who display their mariachi virtuosity and passions 
to an enchanted audience, the poems and artwork capture the 
sights, sounds, and emotions of this magical musical experience. 
This book is a valuable documentation of Mexican and Mexican-
American culture along la frontera. Not just art and poetry, it is 
also history, and a re-claiming of blood, heritage and justicia. It 
is the heart of mariachi, and of the people who claim it con todo 
corazón.” —Carmen Tafolla, Poet Laureate of Texas
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Kids in Triage
Kilby Smith-McGregor

Whip smart, unapologetic and sensual, Kilby Smith-MacGre-
gor debuts with a collection that will send shock waves. From 
the winner of the 2010 RBC Bronwen Wallace Award comes a 
remarkable debut poetry collection. In a culture that is at once 
desensitized by the media while it fetishizes fear and outrage, 
how can we talk about emergencies, both public and private in 
a way that still communicates their horrors, in a way that still 
matters? Kilby Smith-McGregor answers this question with a 
dizzying range of voices animated by desire, humor, pleasure 
and grief. In it we witness the horror of spontaneous human 
combustion, as well as the awkwardness of swimming lessons; 
the precision of code breaking, as well as the disorder of hard 
drinking. Effortlessly combining the languages of myth, med-
icine and metaphysics, Kids in Triage is rich in vivid language 
and arresting images, a multi-faceted feast for the imagination.

Kilby Smith-McGregor is an ex–philosophy student who spent 
her early professional life making theatre. Writing across genres, 
she has contributed to Conjunctions, The Kenyon Review, 
Brick, Descant, The Malahat Review, The Puritan and the 
anthology, Best Canadian Essays. Kilby won the Writers’ Trust 
of Canada’s 2010 RBC Bronwen Wallace Award and holds an 
MFA from the University of Guelph. She works as a freelance 
graphic designer in Toronto.

POETRY, 80 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $17.99
ISBN: 9781928088127  
RIGHTS: US

WOLSAK AND WYNN PUBLISHERS LTD  JUNE

A Sparrow Came Down 
Resplendent
Stuart Ross

Elegiac, bittersweet and generous of spirit - a major poet’s most 
beautiful work to date.Always willing to take aesthetic and ar-
tistic risks, Stuart Ross is the author of some of Canada’s most 
daring, and also most rewarding, poetry. Long celebrated for his 
surreal narratives and humorous wordplay, here Ross focuses 
more intensely on intimate subject matter - investigating the 
often complex, often absurd, but always powerful connections 
between loved ones. The care and delicacy with which he ren-
ders these portraits of family members, friends, mentors - and 
even himself - is nothing short of arresting. And readers - both 
those familiar with his work and those new to it - will admire 
the dexterity with which he juxtaposes such pieces with more  
audacious inventions.

Stuart Ross is the author of fifteen books of fiction, poetry and 
essays. His many dozens of chapbooks include Nice Haircut, 
Fiddlehead, A Pretty Good Year and In My Dream. Stuart is a 
member of the improvisational noise trio Donkey Lopez, whose 
CDs include Juan Lonely Night and Working Class Burro. He 
is a founding member of the Meet the Presses collective and has 
his own imprint, a stuart ross book, at Mansfield Press.

POETRY, 80 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $17.99
ISBN: 9781928088110  
RIGHTS: US
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“Ross doesn’t waste a word, and the impact is often breathtak-
ing.” —Susan G. Cole, NOW
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The Wall Behind 
China’s Open Door
Sustainable Management and 
Long Term Strategies in China
Second edition
Jeanne Boden

The Wall Behind China’s Open Door has 
proved to be an excellent guide for anyone 
working with China, highlighting China’s 
economic, legal, political, social and cul-
tural contexts. This second, improved and 
updated edition again provides in-depth 
insight in how to successfully do business 
with China. The book has become a well-
known benchmark for business people 
dealing with China.

Jeanne Boden holds a PhD in Oriental 
Languages and Cultures and is managing 
director of ChinaConduct Ltd, a compa-
ny she established in 2002 specializing in 
EU-China training and coaching.
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TRADE PAPER, $39.99 (CAN $47.99)
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Shredded
The Rise and Fall of the  
Royal Bank of Scotland
Third edition
Ian Fraser

The Royal Bank of Scotland was once one 
of the most successful and profitable fi-
nancial institutions in the world. Revered, 
admired, and trusted by millions of savers 
and investors, it was also an employer for 
tens of thousands of people, with branches 
on nearly every high street in the land. 
Now, the very mention of the bank’s name 
causes fury and resentment, and the for-
mer CEO, Fred Goodwin, is regarded by 
many as one of the principal culprits of the 
worst financial crash since 1929. In this 
account, award-winning financial journal-
ist Ian Fraser reveals how the “light touch, 
limited touch” approach to financial regu-
lation of New Labour and the aggressive, 
confrontational, autocratic, and reckless 
style of Fred Goodwin led to disaster.

Ian Fraser is an award-winning journalist, 
commentator, and broadcaster who writes 
about business, finance, politics, and 
economics. His work has been published 
by BBC News, Dow Jones, the Economist, 
and Scotland’s Sunday Herald.
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Future
Economic Prosperity or Peril?
Edited by Robert M. Whaples,  
Christopher J. Coyn, and  
Michael C. Munger 

Prediction has a venerable tradition among 
economists. In “Economic Possibilities 
for Our Grandchildren,” John Maynard 
Keynes, the well known classical econ-
omist,—even as the Great Depression 
was unfolding—famously threw aside 
the contemporary “attack of economic 
pessimism” and predicted that a century 
later the “standard of life” in economically 
progressive countries would be “between 
four and eight times as high as it is to-
day.” So pull up a chair and listen to our 
group of experts expound on what they 
think our economic future is going to look 
like in fifty years!

Robert M. Whaples is Co-Editor and 
Managing Editor for The Independent Re-
view and Professor of Economics at Wake 
Forest University. Christopher J. Coyne is 
the F.A. Harper Professor of Economics at 
George Mason University and Co-Editor 
of The Independent Review. Michael C. 
Munger is Co-Editor of The Independent 
Review and Professor of Political Science, 
Economics and Public Policy, and Director 
of the Philosophy, Politics, and Economics 
Program at Duke University. 
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Housing the Future
Alternative Approaches for Tomorrow
Edited by Graham Cairns, Rachel Isaac-Menard,  
and Graham Potts

Housing The Future – Alternative Approaches for Tomorrow 
offers three perspectives on the problems of housing today with 
an eye on tomorrow. It brings together world-leading practicing 
architects with academics from seven countries and teams of 
international students. World leaders in the field of residential 
design, such as UN Habitat Award winner Avi Friedman, pres-
ent built projects whose design criteria and aims they lay out 
in text. Academics from the UK, the USA, Spain, Germany and 
elsewhere follow these project descriptions with extended essays 
from a more theoretical perspective but remain focused on the 
realities of practice. Finally, ideas on current housing problems 
from the next generation of designers are brought together in 
student projects from Europe and North America.

Dr Graham Cairns has taught at universities in Spain, the UK, 
Mexico, South Africa and Gambia. He has worked in architec-
tural studios in London and Hong Kong. The author and editor 
of five books, he has delivered keynote talks internationally and 
has published multiple articles on architecture, film and adver-
tising in scholarly journals. Rachel Isaac-Menard has a Masters 
in Art History. She is also Assistant Professor and Reference 
Librarian / Emerging Technologies Coordinator at Adelphi Uni-
versity, New York. She is the author of refereed articles on art 
and architectural history. Graham Potts has a PhD from York 
University, an MA from the University of Toronto, and a BA 
from the University of Western Ontario.
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Effective Brand Leadership
Be Different - Stay Different - Or Perish
Chris Edger and Tony Hughes

How do you create, scale-up and evolve a world class food 
service brand? How do you revive a brand that is faced with 
(seemingly) terminal decline? Packed with real-life Case Studies 
and key insights from the Founders and Leaders of some of the 
most dynamic and established food service brands (Giggling 
Squid, Cabana, Miller & Carter, Burger & Lobster, Hache, 
Drake & Morgan, Giraffe, Byron, Premium Country Dining 
Group, Domino’s Pizza, YO! Sushi, TGI Friday’s, Pizza Hut, 
Toby Carveries etc.) this book is essential reading for aspiring 
or ambitious food service leaders. Written in an informative, 
accessible style without abandoning any of its empirical rigor 
this book is essential reading for food service leaders at all levels 
within the industry who want to win during every stage of their 
brand’s evolution or hospitality students who want practical 
insights into the fundamentals of effective brand leadership.

Professor Chris Edger PhD is a multiple author on retail leader-
ship whose latest book Franchising was shortlisted for the pres-
tigious 2016 CMI Management Book of the Year. Described as 
the UK’s ‘leading expert on multi-site retail management’, Chris 
has appeared on/written for media outlets such as C4 News, 
ITV, BBC News Online, Propelinfo, Daily Mail, Guardian etc. 
Tony Hughes is a luminary of the UK food service industry. 
During his career he established TGI Friday’s in the UK and was 
responsible for developing brands such as Toby, Vintage Inns, 
Premium County Dinning, Village Pub & Kitchen, Miller & 
Carter and acquiring Harvester, Browns and Alex in Germany.

BUSINESS, 280 PAGES, 6 X 9 
CLOTH, $34.99 (CAN $41.99)
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“Effective Brand Leadership is an invaluable guide for anyone 
involved in the food service sector.”  
—Paul Charity, Editor and Founder of PropelInfo
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47 Frequently Asked 
Questions About the 
Family and Medical 
Leave Act
With Answers from SHRM’s 
Knowledge Advisors
Edited by Margaret Fiester

The HR Knowledge Center at the Soci-
ety for Human Resource Management 
responds to thousands of questions every 
year from HR professionals and business 
leaders. The detailed and reliable answers 
that are provided span a wide array of 
people management topics, from HR  
management and development to  
employee relations and regulatory  
and legal compliance.

Margaret Fiester is a knowledge advisor at the 
Society for Human Resource Management.
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TRADE PAPER, $31.95 (CAN $37.95)
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Preserving Multifamily 
Workforce and 
Affordable Housing
New Approaches for Investing 
in a Vital National Asset
Stockton Williams

Increasingly, workers such as teachers, 
firefighters, retail managers, and nurses 
are unable to find affordable housing in 
the communities where they work. This 
comprehensive book describes the prob-
lem, includes case studies, and examples 
of financially feasibile for-profit develop-
ments and provides a toolkit of public and 
private programs that are being used to 
encourage the development of housing for 
the workforce.

Stockton Williams is Executive Director 
of the Urban Land Institute Terwilliger 
Center for Housing. The Terwilliger Cen-
ter represents the residential development 
interests and priorities of ULI’s 36,000 
members in all residential product types, 
including a deep commitment to afford-
able and workforce housing. Stockton 
was previously Managing Principal of the 
Washington, DC office of HR&A Advi-
sors, which advises cities across the U.S. 
on public-private development projects.
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California Employment 
Law
An Employer’s Guide
James J. McDonald, Jr.

It is often said that it is impossible for 
an employer to fully comply with all of 
California’s employment laws. They are 
just too numerous and too complicated. 
They are frequently changing, and rarely 
for the better. There are so many traps for 
the unwary. Unfortunately, this perspec-
tive is mostly true. California Employment 
Law: An Employer’s Guide is written for 
those who must contend with employment 
law in California as part of their work. 
This includes employers based outside of 
California but with employees working 
inside the state. It is written primarily for 
business people and HR professionals, not 
lawyers, although in-house counsel and 
lawyers who practice outside of employ-
ment law will find it useful.

James J. McDonald, Jr. is managing 
partner of the Irvine, California, office of 
the labor and employment law firm Fisher 
& Phillips LLP. He also teaches labor and 
employment law in the Human Resources 
Management Program at the University  
of California, Irvine.
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UDL Now!
A Teacher’s Monday Morning Guide to 
Implementing the Common Core Standards 
Using Universal Design for Learning
Katie Novak

In UDL Now! Katie Novak provides practical insights and 
savvy strategies for helping all learners meet high standards 
using the principles of Universal Design for Learning (UDL). 
Chapters include: -- The UDL Guidelines: A Planning Tool 
You Can’t Live Without -- Recruiting and Engaging Students 
as UDL Partners -- Two Types of Learning Standards and UDL 
Implementation -- Choice Assignments: Expressing Knowledge 
in Endless Ways -- Scaffolding: Setting the Bar High and Raising 
Students to It

Katie Novak is the Assistant Superintendent of the Groton-Dun-
stable Regional School District in Massachusetts and a leading 
expert on Universal Design for Learning implementation. With 
13 years of experience in teaching and administration and an 
earned doctorate in curriculum and teaching, Novak designs 
and presents workshops both nationally and internationally 
focusing on implementation of UDL and the Common Core. 
She holds a PhD from Boston University.
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TRADE PAPER, $29.99 (CAN $35.99)
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Universal Design for Learning: 
Theory and Practice
David Gordon, Anne Meyer, and David H. Rose

In the 1990s, Anne Meyer, David Rose, and their colleagues 
at CAST introduced universal design for learning (UDL), a 
framework to improve teaching and learning. Universal Design 
for Learning: Theory & Practice includes: • New insights from 
research on learner differences and how human variability plays 
out in learning environments • Research-based discussions 
of what it means to become expert at learning • First-hand 
accounts and exemplars of how to implement UDL at all levels 
and across subjects using the UDL Guidelines • “Dig Deeper” 
segments that enrich the main content • Dozens of original 
illustrations and access to videos and other online features at 
http://udltheorypractice.cast.org • Opportunities to participate 
in a UDL community

David Gordon directs CAST’s publishing and communications 
programs. He is the editor of several books about education. 
Anne Meyer is co-founder of CAST, a nonprofit education re-
search and development organization. Building on a career-long 
interest in the intersection of curriculum design and educational 
psychology, particularly affect and motivation in learning, Dr. 
Meyer is a primary author of the principles of universal design 
for learning (UDL). David H. Rose is a developmental neuro-
psychologist and educator.
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Quality Indicators for  
Assistive Technology
A Comprehensive Guide to  
Assistive Technology Services
Gayl Bowser, Diana Foster Carl, Kelly Fonner, Terry 
Vernon Foss, Jane Edgar Korsten, Kathleen Lalk, Joan 
Breslin Larson, Scott Marfilius, Susan McCloskey, Penny 
Reed, and Joy Smiley Zabala

More than 6 million children with disabilities in North America 
require assistive technology and related services each year in 
order to participate and succeed in school. This book, Quality 
Indicators for Assistive Technology, provides an essential guide 
for assessing a child’s needs, choosing and implementing the 
right technologies and services, and training education profes-
sionals in how to optimize learning with these critical tools.

Gayl Bowser, M.S. in Education, currently works as an inde-
pendent consultant and is an adjunct faculty member at the 
University of Wyoming. Diana Foster Carl has a B.A. and M.A. 
in Psychology and is a Licensed Specialist in School Psychology 
in Texas. Kelly Fonner has a B.S. in Special Education and an 
M.S. in Educational Technology with an emphasis in Rehabil-
itation/Special Education Technology. Terry Vernon Foss has 
a M.Ed. with an emphasis in Special Education. Jane Edgar 
Korsten holds a B.S. in Elementary Education and an M.A. in 
Speech Pathology and Audiology. Kathleen M. Lalk has a B.S. 
in Recreation Therapy and an M.S. in Educational Technology. 
Joan Breslin Larson holds a M.Ed. in Adult Education.

EDUCATION/TECHNOLOGY, 301 PAGES, 8.5 X 11 
TRADE PAPER, $49.99 (CAN $59.99)
ISBN: 9780989867450  

CLOTH, $99.99 (CAN $119.99)
ISBN: 9780989867474  
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CAST PROFESSIONAL PUBLISHING  AVAILABLE

UDL in the Cloud!
How to Design and Deliver Online Education 
Using Universal Design for Learning
Katie Novak and Tom Thibodeau

UDL in the Cloud helps educators design and deliver more 
accessible, engaging, and effective online learning experiences. 
Drawing on years of experience in K-12 and postsecondary set-
tings, authors Katie Novak and Tom Thibodeau offer a highly 
practical approach to developing e-courses, virtual snow days, 
flipped classes, and blended learning experiences that meet the 
needs of diverse learners.

Katie Novak is the Assistant Superintendent of the Groton-Dun-
stable Regional School District in Massachusetts and a leading 
expert on Universal Design for Learning implementation. Tom 
Thibodeau is Assistant Provost at New England Institute of 
Technology and a board member of the New England Faculty 
Development Consortium.

EDUCATION, 200 PAGES, 6 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $29.99 (CAN $35.99)
ISBN: 9780989867481  
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CAST PROFESSIONAL PUBLISHING  AVAILABLE
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Future Theatre 
Research
Origin, Medium, Performance-
Text, Reception and Acting
Eli Rozik

Eli Rozik explores the principles that 
generated the theatre medium, and its 
possible roots in the preverbal imagistic 
mode of thinking. This mode characterizes 
the remnants of preverbal thinking, such 
as unconscious thinking (dreaming), the 
embryonic speech of toddlers, and their 
imaginative play and drawings prior to 
mastering verbal thinking. The book is a 
recapitulation of major findings regarding 
the nature of the theatre and includes new 
unpublished studies. It address the prin-
ciples of imagistic, metaphoric, symbolic 
and fictional thinking, which characterize 
the theatre, as well as reception and acting.

Eli Rozik is Ph.D. and professor emeritus 
of theatre studies. He was twice head of 
the Department of Theatre Studies and 
Dean of the Faculty of the Arts at Tel 
Aviv University. He specializes in theatre 
theory, particularly in non-verbal commu-
nication in performance analysis; and has 
published numerous articles in internation-
al leading journals in Europe and the US.

THEATER/PERFORMING ARTS  
320 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25 
CLOTH, $74.95 (CAN $89.95)
ISBN: 9781845197742   
RIGHTS: WORLD
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A Conceptual 
Integration and 
Educational Analysis
Edited by Wayne Hugo

Conceptual Integration is a key operating 
principle in education and a powerful skill 
for any teacher. Two different concepts are 
brought together in a way that recognizes 
what is similar and different in them. This 
allows for an imaginative synthesis that 
can illuminate a complex process, such as 
when the heart is compared to a pump, 
or the cell to a factory. With explicit 
knowledge teachers can gain productive, 
conscious control of this vital pedagogic 
act and educational researchers will have 
insightful tools to grasp the complex oper-
ating principles of the process.

Wayne Hugo is Associate Professor of Edu-
cation at the University of KwaZulu-Natal. 
He is committed to enhancing the descrip-
tion and analysis of educational processes.

EDUCATION, 168 PAGES, 6.5 X 9.5 
11 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS, 1 GRAPH  
28 DIAGRAMS   
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9780796925091   
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Sandtray Play  
in Education
A Teacher’s Guide
Barbara A. Turner, PhD and  
Kristín Unnsteinsdottír, PhD

This is a manual for training teachers in 
the Sandtray Play in Education method. It 
introduces a holistic approach to childhood 
education that returns the child’s natural 
medium of creative play to the learning 
environment. Sadly, most approaches to 
contemporary childhood education are not 
successful in teaching children the riches of 
language and numbers and the capacities 
to think, inquire and create. We are failing 
our children by not designing educational 
curricula that is appropriate to the learning 
styles of children.

Barbara Turner, PhD, is a psychotherapist 
specializing in Jungian Sandplay Therapy. 
Dr. Turner has made extensive inquiry in 
the the Sandplay therapy method and has 
authored a number of books on the sub-
ject, including the well-known, Handbook 
of Sandplay Therapy. Dr. Turner teaches 
Sandplay psychotherapy to mental health 
clinicians around the world. Kristín Unn-
steinsdottír, PhD, works as the Learning 
Specialist at a small grammar school in 
Reykjavik, Iceland, where she helps chil-
dren with their learning difficulties.

EDUCATION/PSYCHOLOGY, 154 PAGES, 6 X 9 
120 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR   
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9780996837804   
RIGHTS: WORLD
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Law in Perspective
Ethics, Critical Thinking and Research
Third edition
Michael Head, Scott Mann, and Ingrid Matthews

This expanded new edition of Law in Perspective focuses on 
a range of powerful critical thinking tools drawn from logic, 
science, ethics, and political and social theory. Information 
on terrorism and refugee law has been fully updated, climate 
change is discussed throughout, and new chapters have been 
added on law and Indigenous people, lawyers’ ethics and corpo-
rate power. The book considers the relationship between legal 
theory, social theory and empirical research methods, as a guide 
for students taking on higher degrees in legal research. It also 
analyzes key theories of the nature and social role of law.

Michael Head is Professor of Law at Western Sydney Univer-
sity. Scott Mann is Associate Professor in the School of Law at 
Western Sydney University. He has written several books. Ingrid 
Matthews is a Lecturer with the School of law and Researcher 
at the Institute for Culture and Society at Western Sydney Uni-
versity. She was the 2007 recipient of the NSW Bar Association 
Human Rights Law Prize.

LAW/EDUCATION, 592 PAGES, 6 X 9.25 
TRADE PAPER, $79.99 (CAN $95.99)
ISBN: 9781742234540  (REPLACES: 9781921410802)  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, SOUTH AMERICA & CARIBBEAN

UNIVERSITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES PRESS/NEW SOUTH  MAY

The National Tertiary  
Education Union
A Most Unlikely Union
John O’Brien

With a unique insider’s perspective, John O’Brien explores two 
decades of political activism by the NTEU, from its successes 
in navigating enterprise bargaining and vital role during the 
Rights to Work campaign; to its work on behalf of Aboriginal 
and Torres Straight Islanders, women, LBGTI members and 
casual workers during a time of constant change within the 
education sector.

John O’Brien has worked at the University of Canberra and 
UNSW teaching industrial relations and human resource man-
agement. He has also worked as a union official and an educa-
tional administrator. His research has concentrated on public 
sector management and industrial relations, as well as within 
the education sector.

AUSTRALIAN STUDIES/HISTORY, 368 PAGES, 6 X 9.25 
18 COLOR PHOTOS   
TRADE PAPER, $59.99 (CAN $71.99)
ISBN: 9781742234588  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, SOUTH AMERICA & CARIBBEAN

UNIVERSITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES PRESS/NEW SOUTH  JUNE

“This clearly written and well-documented book tells a story  
of struggle and hope that should be widely known.”  
—Raewyn Connell, Professor Emerita, University of Sydney,  
and NTEU life member 
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Iraq + 100
Edited by Hassan Blasim

Iraq + 100 poses a question to contempo-
rary Iraqi writers: what might your home 
city look like in the year 2103 – exactly 
100 years after the disastrous American 
and British-led invasion of Iraq? How 
might that war reach across a century of 
repair and rebirth, and affect the state of 
the country – its politics, its religion, its 
language, its culture – and how might Iraq 
have finally escaped its chaos, and found 
its own peace, a hundred years down the 
line? As well as being an exercise in escap-
ing the politics of the present, this anthol-
ogy is also an opportunity for a hotbed of 
contemporary Arabic writers to offer its 
own spin on science fiction and fantasy.

Hassan Blasim is the winner of the In-
dependent Foreign Fiction Prize for The 
Iraqi Christ.

FICTION/MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES 
128 PAGES, 4.25 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $12.99 (CAN $15.99)
ISBN: 9781905583669   
RIGHTS: WORLD X US
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Sunset Song
Lewis Grassic-Gibbon

Since its first publication in 1932, Sunset 
Song has been regarded as one of the most 
important novels ever written in Scotland 
and it has retained its power to shock and 
to inspire ever since. Its heroine, Chris 
Guthrie, endures much hardship and trag-
edy, yet her desire to learn, her powerful 
spirit, and her passionate love of the land 
have made her a beloved favourite with 
generations of readers. Together with 
Cloud Howe (1933) and Grey Granite 
(1934) her story forms A Scot Quair, 
which is also published by Polygon.

Lewis Grassic Gibbon (James Leslie 
Mitchell) was one of the finest writers 
of the twentieth century. Born in Aber-
deenshire in 1901, he died at the age of 
thirty-four. He was a prolific writer of 
novels, short stories, essays and science 
fiction, and his writing reflected his wide 
interest in religion, archaeology, history, 
politics and science.

FICTION, 264 PAGES, 5 X 7.75 
CLOTH, $14.99 (CAN $17.99)
ISBN: 9781846973574   
(REPLACES: 9781904598664)   
RIGHTS: US, CANADA & CHINA
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The Heart Remembers
Margaret Redfern

Leaving? What is that? It means nothing. 
While the heart remembers there is no 
leaving. Welshman, Dai, a trader, and 
his motley band of fellow-travellers have 
landed in Venice, their welcome marred by 
a vicious quarrel on the quayside. Here, 
men are tortured to death at the pointing 
of a suspicious finger. In the English Fens, 
Edgar and Agathi face an incomer intent 
on stealing their inheritance. In Wales, Ed-
ward the English king is stamping hard on 
a proud people dangerously outnumbered. 
Intent on finding her English grandfather – 
Will the Wordmaker – Kazan, as her com-
panions know her, will need all her talents 
and wiles simply to stay alive. The third 
novel, following Flint and The Storyteller’s 
Granddaughter - a direct sequel to The 
Storyteller’s Granddaughter, and follow-
ing the events set in motion in Flint.

Margaret Redfern was born in Beverley 
in the East Riding of Yorkshire. She has 
been a teacher of English Literature and 
Language for much of her life and has 
also written for IPC magazines and Bau-
er Publications. She currently contributes 
to Pembrokeshire Life and Down Your 
Way magazines.

FICTION, 324 PAGES, 5 X 7.75 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9781909983328   
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Old Soldier Sahib
Frank Richards

From the author of the celebrated Great 
War memoir Old Soldiers Never Die, Old 
Soldier Sahib is Frank Richards’ account 
of his experiences as a Royal Welch Fu-
silier in India and Burma at the dawn of 
the 20th century. Richards recounts with 
brutal honesty the everyday life of a com-
mon soldier in the Indian Empire, where 
prostitutes beckon, alcohol flows freely, 
and deadly diseases threaten to strike 
down even the hardiest of men.

Frank Richards was born in 1883 in 
Monmouthshire. He was brought up in 
the industrial Blaina area, and went on 
to work as a coal miner throughout the 
1890s before joining the Royal Welch 
Fusiliers in 1901. A veteran soldier who 
served in British India and many areas of 
the Western Front, he wrote his seminal 
account of the Great War from the stand-
point of the common soldier, Old Soldiers 
Never Die, in 1933. This was followed by 
Old Soldier Sahib, a memoir of his time 
serving in British India, in 1936. He died 
in 1961.

MILITARY/MEMOIR, 250 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781910901205   
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, SOUTH AMERICA & 
CARIBBEAN

PARTHIAN BOOKS  APRIL

Old Soldiers Never Die
Frank Richards

Arguably the greatest of all published 
memoirs of the Great War, Old Soldiers 
Never Die is Private Frank Richards’ clas-
sic account of the war from the standpoint 
of the regular soldier, and a moving tribute 
to the army that died on the Western Front 
in 1914. In this remarkable tale, Richards 
recounts life in the trenches as a member 
of the famous Royal Welch Fusiliers, with 
all its death and cameraderie, in graphic 
detail, vividly bringing to life the trials and 
tribulations faced by the ordinary rank 
and file.

Frank Richards was born in 1883 in 
Monmouthshire. He was brought up in 
the industrial Blaina area, and went on 
to work as a coal miner throughout the 
1890s before joining the Royal Welch 
Fusiliers in 1901. A veteran soldier who 
served in British India and many areas of 
the Western Front, he wrote his seminal 
account of the Great War from the stand-
point of the common soldier, Old Soldiers 
Never Die, in 1933. This was followed by 
Old Soldier Sahib, a memoir of his time 
serving in British India, in 1936. He died 
in 1961.

MILITARY/MEMOIR, 250 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781910901199   
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, SOUTH AMERICA  
& CARIBBEAN

PARTHIAN BOOKS  APRIL

Sweet Medicine
Panashe Chigumadzi

Sweet Medicine takes place in Harare at 
the height of Zimbabwe’s economic woes 
in 2008. Tsitsi, a young woman, raised by 
her strict, devout Catholic mother, believes 
that hard work, prayer and an education 
will ensure a prosperous and happy future. 
Out of university, Tsitsi finds herself in 
a position much lower than she had set 
her sights on, working as a clerk in the 
office of the local politician, Zvobgo. She 
finds herself increasingly compromising 
her Christian values to negotiate ways to 
get ahead. Sweet Medicine is a thorough 
and evocative attempt at grappling with a 
variety of important issues in the postcolo-
nial context.

Panashe Chigumadzi is a young and 
upcoming media executive passionate 
about creating new narratives that work 
to redefine and reaffirm African identity. 
She is the founder and editor of Vanguard 
Magazine, a platform which aims to speak 
to the life of young black women coming 
of age in post-apartheid South Africa. She 
has previously worked as a TV journalist 
for CNBC Africa, a columnist for Forbes 
Woman Africa and a contributor to Forbes 
Africa. She has been invited to speak at a 
number of local and international events.

FICTION, 204 PAGES, 8.75 X 5.25 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781928337126   
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA &  
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The Love of Geli Raubal
Brenda Squires

Berlin, October 1933. Max Dienst has 
returned to the city he last knew as a stu-
dent. He has been asked to cover the elec-
tions to the Reichstag. A colleague on the 
paper mentions the case of Geli Raubal, 
a young singer from Vienna who died in 
mysterious circumstances in the flat of her 
uncle. There is a botched death certificate 
but is it a hidden murder? Max thinks he 
may have a story, her uncle is the leader 
of a growing political party, a man who 
seeking to change Germany and Europe. 
Her uncle is Adolf Hitler.

Brenda Squires was born in London. She 
read German and French at King’s Col-
lege, London and has worked as a trans-
lator and psychotherapist. She now lives 
in West Wales, which inspired the writing 
of Landsker (Starborn Books, 2003). She 
has written three novels and  
is working on a fourth.

FICTION, 250 PAGES, 5 X 8 
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $16.95)
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Cawl
Siôn Tomos Owen

Consisting of short stories, poems, essays 
and cartoons and comics, Cawl is an an-
thology of one multi-prize winning, funny, 
angry young man’s creative endeavors and 
social and political frustrations. Tradition-
ally Cawl is a mix of everything thrown 
into one stew pot and left to simmer, boil 
over and be savoured. Here Siôn Tomos 
Owen invites the reader to choose what 
to taste next. The meat of the essays, the 
parsnip of poetry, the spud of satire or the 
OXO cube of comedy. Ranging in genre 
from gritty realism, macabre, sci-fi and 
comic writing, his is a collection that can 
be interpreted as an anthology of more 
than one writer but written by one author.

Siôn Tomos Owen was born and raised 
first language Welsh in the Rhondda 
Valley. After a BA in Creative Writing 
and Media at Trinity College Carmarth-
en, Siôn won the Tudor Bevan Bursary 
Award in 2007, was runner up in the 
Terry Hetherington Young Writers 
Competition in 2014 and 2013 for short 
fiction, won the Young Writer’s Prize in 
the Planet Essay Competition 2013 and 
was a specially commended in the Welsh 
Poetry Competition 2014.
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Mrs D’ Silva and the 
Lucknow Ransom
Glen Peters

Beautiful widow Joan D’Silva is at Calcut-
ta’s Howrah Station, fleeing Calcutta with 
her 11-year-old son Errol. On the same 
train is Lakshmi, a charismatic, sensu-
al, and powerful hijira prostitute. Both 
women are fleeing to Lucknow in northern 
India to escape danger, but soon their lives 
will become entangled in a web of corrup-
tion and blackmail. Who is responsible 
for the poisoning at the factory? Is it the 
Workers Revolutionary Movement, the 
Children of God led by the charismatic 
Swami Naik, or another group entirely? 
With the ineffectual Detective Inspector 
Mallothra unable to solve the mystery, it 
falls to Joan, her friends, and her son to 
unmask the perpetrator.

Glen Peters was brought up in an An-
glo-Indian railway community in early 
post-independence India. His family was 
from Lucknow. After attending University 
in London he managed a successful career 
with an international Accounting Firm, 
retiring in 2010 to live in Pembrokeshire 
where he now runs an arts charity. The 
Lucknow Ransom is his second novel.
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Morlais
Alun Lewis 
Edited by John Pikoulis

Morlais is Alun Lewis’s unpublished novel 
from the late 1930s. Miner’s son Morlais 
Jenkins is already being educated away 
from his background at grammar school 
when he is adopted, on the death of her 
own son, by the wife of the local local col-
liery owner. Morlais’ parents recognize the 
opportunity for their son to make a better 
future, but they must all pay a great price. 
Stifled by middle class life, his adoptive 
mother recognizes that Morlais will be 
a poet and encourages him to be neither 
working class or middle class, but true to 
his talent.

Alun Lewis (1915-1944) was born and 
brought up near Aberdare. He transferred 
to the South Wales Borderers and even-
tually travelled to the war in India and 
Burma, where he died on active service in 
March 1944. Raiders’ Dawn, a collection 
of poems, appeared in 1942, and early 
in 1943 The Last Inspection, a book of 
stories was published. John Pikoulis was 
a Senior Tutor at the Centre for Lifelong 
Learning, Cardiff University. His books in-
clude a critical study of William Faulkner 
and a biography of Alun Lewis.
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Pigeon
Alys Conran

An incongruous ice-cream van lurches 
up into the Welsh hills through the hail, 
pursued by a boy and girl who chase it 
into their own dark make-believe world, 
and unfurl in their compelling voices a tale 
which ultimately breaks out of childhood 
and echoes across the years.Pigeon is the 
tragic, occasionally hilarious and ultimate-
ly intense story of a childhood friendship 
and how it’s torn apart, a story of guilt, 
silence and the loss of innocence, and a 
story about the kind of love which may 
survive it all.

Alys Conran’s fiction, poetry, and transla-
tions have been placed in several compe-
titions, including the Bristol Short Story 
Prize and the Manchester Fiction Prize. 
Having previously studied English litera-
ture at Edinburgh, she completed her MA 
in creative writing at Manchester. She also 
ran projects to increase access to creative 
writing and reading among traditionally 
excluded groups in north Wales.
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Star-Shot
Mary-Ann Constantine

Part fable, part mystery, Star-Shot is a styl-
ish debut novel set in and around National 
Museum Cardiff in a time that is almost, 
but not quite, our own. As their paths 
cross in a circumscribed world of benches, 
parks and galleries, a handful of charac-
ters reveal their stories of obsession, loss 
and recovery, creating a fragile network 
of relationships which will help to resist 
the inexorable channels of silence eating 
into the city.   Beautifully illustrated with 
woodcut-style motifs by Clive Hicks-Jen-
kins, this is a subtle urban novel with a 
supernatural twist.

Mary-Ann Constantine studies Roman-
tic period literature, with an emphasis 
on Wales and Brittany, at Aberystwyth 
University and has published widely in 
these fields since 1996. Her short stories 
have appeared over a number of years in 
the New Welsh Review and Planet and 
her first collection, The Breathing, was 
published by Planet in 2008.
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Life and Death of the  
Wicked Lady Skelton
Critical edition
Magdalen King-Hall 
Introduction by Rowland Hughes

First published in 1944, Magdalen King-Hall’s Life and Death 
of the Wicked Lady Skelton is a historical novel set in late-sev-
enteenth-century England. It tells the story of Barbara Skelton, 
a well-born young woman trapped in a loveless marriage, who 
finds escape from the tedium of her life by leading a double 
life as a highway robber. Rich in historical detail and high on 
melodrama, the novel follows Barbara’s infamous career of 
robbery, adultery and murder, without painting her entirely as 
a monster. Indeed, the novel’s status as a bestseller owes much 
to King-Hall’s sympathetic depiction of the frustrations of do-
mestic life for an ambitious, intelligent woman with no means 
of self-expression.

Rowland Hughes is a Principal Lecturer in English Literature 
and American Studies at the University of Hertfordshire. He 
has previously published work on American Literature, and on 
British and American film. Magdalen King-Hall (1904 – 1971) 
was an English novelist, journalist and children’s fiction writer.
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Swimming on Dry Land
Helen Blackhurst

The Harvey family is persuaded to leave the UK for a dream 
life in the Australian outback. But when they arrive in the small 
mining settlement of Akarula they begin to realise how much 
of the dream is in the mind of their Uncle Eddie, who owns the 
land.The disappearance of youngest daughter Georgie, as wit-
nessed by her older sister Monica, is the trigger to the disinte-
gration of the family and the town itself as it becomes clear how 
much Eddie has hidden from his brother and his family.  Events 
are observed by enigmatic Mr M, the last aborigine in the land, 
who becomes a focus for the town’s fears.

Helen Blackhurst completed Swimming on Dry Land follow-
ing a period of residence in Australia. Helen works as a drama 
therapist and has been writing since 1992.  Her short story 
‘That Snowman’, was published in The Stinging Fly Literary 
Magazine. Site to Sound (2009) and Forgetmenot (2008), both 
community arts projects, were supported by the Arts Council 
of Ireland.
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Death Valley
Susan Perly

Legendary war photographer Vivienne Pink has five days to 
photograph servicemen about to deploy for active combat. Rac-
ing to meet her deadline, she heads to Las Vegas, where she’ll 
capture images of men who may die the next day – and where 
she’ll confront an abuser from her past to force a reckoning. Ac-
companied by her husband, a celebrated novelist, and her best 
friend, a former CIA spook, Vivienne heads out into the Nevada 
desert in search of adrenaline, vengeance and the perfect shot. 
Told in a vivid, hallucinogenic realism, Death Valley is a sexy, 
fast-paced tale that’s part Pynchon, part Tarantino.

Susan Perly has worked as a journalist, war correspondent 
and radio producer for the CBC. In the early ‘80s her Let-
ters from Latin America for Peter Gzowski’s Morningside 
reported from locales such as El Salvador, Guatemala and 
Chiapas. During the Iran–Iraq war she broadcast Letters 
from Baghdad, and she produced many documentaries for the 
weekly program Sunday Morning. Perly is the author of the 
jazz novel Love Street, and her short stories have appeared in 
numerous magazines and anthologies.
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The Last Days of Ava Langdon
Mark O’Flynn

Based on the infamous novelist Eve Langley, Ava Langdon is an 
eccentric outcast solely preoccupied with her passion for words. 
Little does Ava know, she does not have long to live. Each day 
she wakes obsessed with finding the perfect sentence, the perfect 
description. She dons men’s clothing and inspires confusion 
with her penchant for slipping snippets of French into conver-
sation. From submitting a manuscript, to getting hit by a ute, to 
meeting with her estranged son, Ava’s last days encapsulate the 
freedom of eccentricity and the sadness of isolation.

Born in Melbourne, Mark O’Flynn now lives in the Blue Moun-
tains. He began writing for the theatre before turning to fiction 
and poetry. He has published five collections of poetry, most 
recently The Soup’s Song. His novels include Grassdogs and 
The Forgotten World.
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The Roots of Rock, 
from Cardiff to 
Mississippi and Back
Peter Finch

In The Roots of Rock, from Cardiff to 
Mississippi and Back Peter Finch reflects 
on how popular music has shaped both his 
life and the culture in which he lives, from 
first hearing American music on the radio 
in his Cardiff home in the 1950s to the 
compendious and downloadable riches of 
digital files. Finch has always gone to gigs 
and now he travels to the bars of Ireland, 
the clubs of New York, the plains of Ten-
nessee, the flatlands of Mississippi and the 
mountains of North Carolina to get a feel 
for the culture from which his favourite 
music originates.

Peter Finch is a full-time poet, critic, 
author and literary entrepreneur living 
in Cardiff, Wales. Until June 2011 he 
was Chief Executive of Literature Wales 
(formerly Academi), the Welsh National 
Literature Development Agency. As a 
writer he works in both traditional and 
experimental forms. He is best known for 
his declamatory poetry readings and his 
creative work based on his native city of 
Cardiff.
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The Fishers of Paradise
Second edition
Rachael Preston

In 1930s Hamilton, the boathouse 
community of Cootes Paradise is under 
siege: the squatters’ shacks that line the 
shores of Dundas Marsh stand in the 
way of ambitious plans to make the city 
beautiful. Egypt Fisher and her mother 
are struggling to keep their lives together 
in the absence of her father, a con man 
neither of them has seen for six years. Into 
this mix walks a handsome drifter and the 
family falls under his spell, until Egypt’s 
father unexpectedly returns. Unhinged by 
jealousy and a harrowing brush with the 
local mafia, he reveals a family secret that 
sets Egypt’s world off-kilter and poisons 
her relationship with her mother. When 
Egypt tries to turn the situation to her own 
advantage, her lies set in motion a series of 
events with devastating consequences.

Rachael Preston is the author of three nov-
els, Tent of Blue, The Wind Seller and The 
Fishers of Paradise, which won the 2013 
Kerry Schooley Award, which is given 
to the book that best captures the spirit 
of the city of Hamilton. For two years 
she chaired gritLIT: Hamilton’s Writers’ 
Festival. In 2001 she was nominated for 
the Journey Prize and in 2006 she won 
the City of Hamilton Arts Award for her 
contribution to the arts.
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Encounters
Gérard Titus-Carmel, Jean-Luc 
Nancy, Claire Denis
Zsuzsa Baross

The two essays in the volume turn to Art’s 
domain as a source of inspiration and 
instruction for the construction of its con-
cepts and the development of its problems. 
The first essay addresses the encounter of 
Gérard Titus-Carmel with Grünewald’s 
famous altar piece, Crucifixion, in 159+1 
variations, which take a musical form, or 
rather, whose form becomes musical; the 
second stages an encounter between the 
writings of Jean-Luc Nancy that patiently 
trace the interstices, gaps, and hollows 
that constitute “bodies” and the cinema 
of Claire Denis that invents an intensely 
sensuous relation to bodies it projects into 
the screen. 

Zsuzsa Baross is an associate professor 
in the cultural studies program at Trent 
University where she teaches film studies 
and critical theory. She is the author of 
Posthumously: For Jacques Derrida and 
The Scandal of Disease in Theory and 
Discourse and has published essays in an-
thologies and journals, including Derrida 
Today and New Literary History.
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The Arab Writer  
in English
Arab Themes in a Metropolitan 
Language, 1908–1958
Geoffrey Nash

This book looks at the English writings  
of four twentieth-century Anglo-Arab  
and Arab–American writers: Ameen  
Rihani, Khalil Jibran, George Antonius 
and Edward Atiyah.

Geoffrey Nash is Senior Lecturer at the 
University of Sunderland. He is the author 
of The Anglo-Arab Encounter: Fiction 
and Autobiography by Arab Writers in 
English; Writing Muslim Identity; and 
co-editor of Postcolonialism and Islam.
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Otto Abetz and  
His Paris Acolytes
French Writers Who Flirted 
with Fascism, 1930–1945
Martin Mauthner

Before Hitler comes to power Otto 
Abetz is a left-wing Francophile teach-
er in provincial Germany, mobilizing 
young French and German idealists to 
work together for peace through Fran-
co-German reconciliation and a united 
Europe. Abetz marries a French girl but 
after 1933 succumbs to the Nazi sirens. 
Ribbentrop recruits him as his expert on 
France, tasking him with soothing the 
nervous French, as Hitler turns Germany 
into a war machine. Abetz builds up a 
network of opinion-moulding French 
men and women who admire the Nazis 
and detest the Bolsheviks, and encour-
ages them to use their pens to highlight 
Hitler’s triumphs.

After graduating from Wadham Col-
lege, Oxford, Martin Mauthner assisted 
Randolph Churchill with his biography 
of Anthony Eden and the first volume of 
Randolph’s life of Sir Winston. Martin’s 
later career was as a senior information 
official of the European Union.
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Two Loves I Have
A New Reading of 
Shakespeare’s Sonnets
J.D. Winter

Perhaps the most astonishing set of per-
sonal poems ever written, Shakespeare’s 
Sonnets have both delighted and puzzled 
readers down the ages. Two Loves I Have 
is a reading of the sequence that brings 
the four characters involved to life. The 
‘fair, kind and true’ young man to whom 
the majority of poems are addressed, the 
woman ‘as black as hell, as dark as night’ 
who dominates a part of the narrator’s 
inner landscape against his will, the narra-
tor himself, who at times is unexpectedly 
wholly at ease with his mistress, but at 
other times is sunk in a form of self-loath-
ing, and whom nothing on earth will deter 
in his devotion to the young man ... these 
three play out a drama as fierce as that in 
any of the author’s plays.

J.D. Winter is a schoolmaster by pro-
fession. From 1994 to 2006 he lived in 
Kolkata, India, where he taught and wrote 
for The Statesman, and translated Bengali 
poetry and prose (Anvil Press publica-
tions).
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All My Januaries
Pleasures of Life and  
Other Essays
Barbara Blackman

‘Somewhere in this world, in this life-
time, there is a place of simple things, 
of sitting beside a fire with friends, good 
company, quietly talking, no formidable 
decisions, no explanations, no threat, no 
guilt, no anguish. These are the days for 
walking on country roads.’ From iconic 
author and patron of the Arts, Barbara 
Blackman, comes All My Januaries, a new 
collection of insightful and inspirational 
personal essays.

Barbara Blackman is an author, mu-
sic-lover, essayist, librettist, letter writer 
and poet. Barbara has published a num-
ber of books, including The Little Lives 
of Certain Chairs, a Table or Two and 
Other Inanimates of Our Acquaintance, 
Barbara and Charles Blackman Talk 
About Food, and Glass after Glass: Auto-
biographical Reflections.
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Posthumously
For Jacques Derrida
Zsuza Baross and Zsuzsa Baross

This book is an homage to the spirit of 
philosopher Jacques Derrida and seeks 
to grasp the significance of his death on 
the rich corpus of his work in a voice that 
remains true to the “faithful betrayals” of 
Derrida’s own works of deconstruction. 
The work is an exploration of both Derri-
da and deconstruction through the unusual 
prism of cinema and photography, bring-
ing into play Gilles Deleuze’s concept of 
creative repetition. The book also embarks 
on a detailed engagement with Derrida’s 
oft-neglected book on drawing, Memoirs 
of the Blind, and provides a subversive 
reading of that text, arguing that its lab-
yrinthine turns obscure a secret ambition 
to stage the last battle between its own 
graphic trait and the image in full color.

Zsuzsa Baross is an associate professor 
in the Cultural Studies Program at Trent 
University, Ontario, Canada, where she 
teaches Film Studies and Critical Theo-
ry. She is the author of The Scandal of 
Disease in Theory and Discourse and has 
also published a wide number of essays in 
anthologies and journals.
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Relocations
Reading Culture in South Africa
Edited by Imraan Coovadia,  
Alexandra Dodd, and Cóilín Parsons

Between 2009 and 2012, the Gordon 
Institute for the Performing and Creative 
Arts in Cape Town held the Great Texts/
Big Questions public lecture series which 
became a celebrated part of Cape Town’s 
cultural landscape, demonstrating current 
intellectual and creative thinking in South 
Africa. Relocations: Reading Culture in 
South Africa brings together a selection of 
these lectures by world-renowned artists, 
writers and thinkers in the form of essays, 
for the benefit of a wider readership.

Imraan Coovadia is a writer and director 
of the creative writing program at the 
University of Cape Town. He is the author 
most recently of the novel, Tales of the 
Metric System (2014). Alexandra Dodd is 
an independent writer and editor at the in-
terface between literary and visual culture. 
She holds a Master of Arts from Concor-
dia University, Montreal, and a PhD in 
Literature from the University of Cape 
Town. Cóilín Parsons is Assistant Profes-
sor of English at Georgetown University, 
and was previously a Lecturer in English 
at the University of Cape Town.
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Scotland Forever
The Scots Greys at Waterloo
Iain Gale

One of the most iconic incidents of the 
Battle of Waterloo in 1815 was the charge 
of the Scots Greys, a crack cavalry regi-
ment, into the heart of the French army. 
It was a moment of supreme daring and 
horse-riding skill, and Sergeant Ewart of 
the Greys succeeded in snatching one of 
Napoleon’s coveted eagle standards. How-
ever it was also a military blunder. The 
Greys were quickly surrounded by enemy 
cavalry and cut to pieces. Of the regi-
ment’s 442 officers and men almost half, 
198, were killed or injured. In the end the 
battle was won by the British and their 
allies. Iain Gale brings the bare outline 
of this legendary military exploit to life, 
giving the stories of the men involved and 
reconstructing the prelude, the aftermath, 
life in the Greys and the Battle of Water-
loo as a whole.

Iain Gale, art critic, journalist and author, 
comes from a military family and has 
always been fascinated by military history. 
He is a member of the Scottish Committee 
of the Society of Authors and the Friends 
of Waterloo Committee. He is the editor 
of Scotland in Trust, the magazine for the 
National Trust of Scotland, and founded 
the Caledonian magazine.
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Darien
A Journey in Search of Empire
John McKendrick

The Company of Scotland and its attempts 
to establish the colony of Caledonia on 
the inhospitable isthmus of Panama in 
the late seventeenth century is one of the 
most tragic moments of Scottish history. 
It could have been a triumph, but in-
adequate preparation and organization 
ensured it was a catastrophe – of the 3000 
settlers who set sail in 1688 and 1699, 
only a handful returned, the rest having 
succumbed to disease, and the enormous 
financial loss was a key factor in ensuring 
union with England in 1707. John McKen-
drick explores this fascinating and seminal 
moment in Scottish history and uncovers 
fascinating new information from New 
World archives about the role of the En-
glish and Spanish, and about the identities 
of the settlers themselves.

John McKendrick was born and brought 
up in Glasgow. He studied at the LSE 
and Oxford and is currently a barrister in 
London and an advocate in Edinburgh. He 
also worked for two years in Panama and 
the Caribbean. He was Times Lawyer of 
the Week in 2013.
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Voices of the Forest
A Social History of  
Scottish Forestry in  
the Twentieth Century
Mairi Stewart

The creation of large new tracts of forest, 
together with the development of a mod-
ern wood processing sector, was the single 
biggest transformation to occur in the 
Scottish countryside during the twentieth 
century. While the environmental and 
landscape impacts of this change have 
been much commented upon, its impact on 
Scottish culture and society has attracted 
comparatively little attention. This book 
tells the fascinating story of the human 
side of forestry, drawing heavily on the 
thoughts, experiences and reflections of a 
wide range of individuals from all levels 
and all sectors of the industry.

Mairi Stewart graduated in Geography 
from Glasgow University. After spend-
ing ten years working in conservation 
and land management, her interest in 
woodland history led her to undertake an 
MPhil at the University of St Andrews. She 
subsequently worked as a project officer at 
the Centre for Environmental History at 
the University of Stirling and as a research 
fellow at UHI Centre for History.
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Murderers, Miscreants 
and Mutineers
Early Cape Characters
Nigel Penn

This work is the long-awaited sequel to 
the historian Nigel Penn’s award-winning 
book Rogues, Rebels and Runaways, in 
which he entertained and informed readers 
with stories of the lives of some remark-
able characters from early Cape history. 
In this new volume Penn, a consummate 
raconteur and storyteller, brings to life an 
assortment of extraordinary personalities 
from the eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries. These remarkable stories, told 
with élan, erudition and humour, throw 
light on our extraordinary past and reveal 
much about social relations and human 
experience in the early Cape colony.

Nigel Penn is Professor of History at the 
University of Cape Town and the author 
of several books, including Rogues, Rebels 
and Runaways and The Forgotten Fron-
tier, three of which have won the UCT 
Book Award.
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The Wild Black Region
Badenoch 1750-1800
David Taylor

This book tells the fascinating story of 
Badenoch, a forgotten region in accounts 
of Scottish history. This ground-breaking 
study reveals some radical differences from 
trends across the rest of the Highlands. 
Economic forces, social ambition and 
post-Culloden legislation created intolera-
ble pressures within the old clan hierarchy, 
as Duke, tacksman and erstwhile clans-
man tried to forge their individual – and 
often irreconcilable – destinies in a rapidly 
changing world.

David Taylor graduated in Scottish 
Historical Studies from the University of 
Edinburgh, and gained a PhD from the 
University of the Highlands and Islands. 
After teaching history at Douglas-Ewart 
High School he was Principal Teacher of 
History and Modern Studies at Kingussie 
High School (Badenoch) for thirty years. 
Now retired, he lives in Orkney.
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Methods in  
World History
A Critical Approach
Edited by Arne Jarrick, Janken Myrdal, 
and Maria Wallenberg Bondesson

Methods of World History is the very 
first international volume to systematical-
ly address a number of methodological 
problems specific to the discipline named 
World History. The authors advocate that 
a considerable sharpening of the tools used 
for global history has to be achieved if the 
discipline is to deserve any serious recog-
nition inside as well as outside academia. 
Each author addresses a particular ques-
tion of method in her essay; discussing the 
problems, suggesting solutions and giving 
practical examples.

Since 1997 Arne Jarrick is a professor 
of history at Stockholm University. He 
has held many leading positions in the 
research funding system. Janken Myrdal is 
professor of agrarian history at the Swed-
ish University of Agricultural Sciences. 
He was main editor of the five-volume 
The Agrarian History of Sweden. Maria 
Wallenberg Bondesson received her PhD 
in History in 2003 (Stockholm University).
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Pushing Boundaries
New Zealand Protestants and  
Overseas Missions 1827–1939
Hugh Morrison

We know a lot about the early missionaries who came to New 
Zealand from 1814 and how Christianity developed through 
their complex interactions with Maori. Less well known are 
the ways in which settler churches of Aotearoa New Zealand 
reached out to engage in missionary activity in other parts of 
the world. Pushing Boundaries is the first book-length attempt 
to tell the story of the evolution of overseas missionary activity 
by New Zealand’s Protestant churches from the early nineteenth 
century up to World War II.

Hugh Morrison is a senior lecturer in the College of Education 
at the University of Otago, where he has taught since 2008 in 
both initial teacher education and education studies programs. 
His research and writing has revolved around the compara-
tive history of religion, missions and childhood across British 
world settings.
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The Prison Diary of A.C. Barrington
Dissent and Conformity in Wartime  
New Zealand
John Pratt

A.C. (Archie) Barrington was a leading New Zealand pacifist 
during World War 2. Incarcerated in Mount Crawford Prison 
for his beliefs in 1941, he kept an illicit diary, scrawled in the 
margins of books. Many years later his son John happened 
across the diary and painstakingly reconstructed it. John Pratt 
has edited the diary and provides a fascinating commentary on 
the issues it raises in relation to prison life then and now.

John Pratt has spent most of his academic career at the Institute 
of Criminology, Victoria University of Wellington. His research 
on comparative penology and the history of imprisonment has 
given him an international reputation, with invitations to lecture 
on his work at universities in South America, North America, 
Europe, Asia and Australia. In 2009 he was awarded the presti-
gious Sir Leon Radzinowicz Prize by the Editorial Board of the 
British Journal of Criminology.
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Men Who Played the Game
Sportsmen Who Gave Their  
Life in the Great War
Mike Rees

The Great War marked a profound change in attitudes to war 
and the conduct of it. Six million men from the British Isles 
served in it, 720,000 (12%) were killed. Men Who Played the 
Game explores the development and importance of sport in 
Britain and the Empire leading up to the outbreak of the First 
World War, and the part played by sportsmen in the conflict. 
The book includes revelatory chapters on how sport – the fans, 
the governing bodies and the sportsmen themselves – responded 
to the coming of war. The rest of the book discovers the stories 
of individuals and groups of sportsmen, giving accounts of their 
pre-war sporting success, and their subsequent military service.

Mike Rees is a former deputy head teacher and history teacher. 
He is a part-time tutor with the University of South Wales sup-
porting schools in a variety of historical projects. Rees is trea-
surer of the Gwent Branch of the Western Front Association. He 
regularly gives talks to history groups on a range of subjects.
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The Western Front Diaries
The Anzacs’ Own Story, Battle by Battle
Revised edition
Jonathan King

A special 100th-anniversary edition. Long overshadowed by 
the national obsession with the ill-fated Gallipoli campaign, 
the breathtaking story of what really happened on the Western 
Front has finally been brought into the bright light of day. The 
Western Front Diaries reproduces private diaries, letters, post-
cards, and photographs to reveal what it was really like at the 
Front, battle by bloody battle.

Award-winning historian Dr Jonathan King is the author of 
Gallipoli Diaries: the Anzacs’ own story, day by day (Scribe, 
2014), and has been producing books and films about World 
War I since 1994. He leads battlefield tours to Gallipoli and the 
Western Front, and is a regular television and radio commen-
tator, as well as a writer for newspapers. After lecturing at The 
University of Melbourne for many years, he has written more 
than 30 books and produced 20 documentaries.
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Friend or Foe?
Occupation, Collaboration and Selective 
Violence in the Spanish Civil War
Peter Anderson

‘Today with the Red Army captive and disarmed, the Na-
tionalist [nacionales] troops have achieved their final military 
objectives. The war is over.’ With these two sentences, on 1 
April 1939, General Franco announced that his writ ran across 
the whole of Spain. His words marked a high point for those 
who had flocked to Franco’s side and since the start of the Civil 
War in July 1936 had carried out what they regarded as the 
steady occupation of the country. The history of this occupation 
remains conspicuous by its absence and the term occupation 
lies discredited for many historians. Friend or Foe? explores 
how Francoist occupation saw members of the state and society 
collaborate to win control of Spanish society.

Peter Anderson is Lecturer in Twentieth-Century European 
History in the School of History at the University of Leeds. 
He is the author of The Francoist Military Trials: Terror and 
Complicity, 1939–1945. With Miguel Ángel del Arco Blanco he 
is co-editor of Mass Killings and Violence in Spain, 1936–1952: 
Grappling with the Past.
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The Crescent Remembered
Islam and Nationalism on the Iberian Peninsula
Patricia Hertel

Contemporary Spain and Portugal share a historical experience 
as Iberian states that emerged within the context of al-Andalus. 
These centuries of Muslim presence in the Middle Ages became 
a contested heritage during the process of modern nation-build-
ing with its varied concepts and constructs of national identi-
ties. The Crescent Remembered investigates the processes of 
exclusion and integration of the Islamic past within the national 
narratives. It analyzes discourses of historiography, Arabic stud-
ies, mythology, popular culture, and colonial policies toward 
Muslim populations from the 19th century to the dictatorships 
of Franco and Salazar in the 20th century.

Patricia Hertel teaches European history of the 19th and 20th 
century at the University of Basel. Her research focuses on 
cultural, political and religious history in Western and Southern 
Europe. She holds a PhD of the University of Fribourg and a 
master’s degree of the University of Munich.
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Spanish–Israeli Relations,  
1956–1992
Ghosts of the Past and Contemporary 
Challenges in the Middle East
Guy Setton

Despite a common heritage dating back centuries and mutual 
national interests, such as their joint fear of Soviet influence 
across the Mediterranean, it took 38 years after the establish-
ment of the State of Israel (1948) and a decade after Franco’s 
death (1975) for relations to be established between Jerusalem 
and Madrid (1986). There was no apparent reason why both 
countries should not have established full diplomatic ties prior. 
By 1953, however, Israel began adopting a more pragmatic 
view. Post 1986 the ties between the two countries were over-
shadowed by strong international political forces – the Arab–Is-
raeli conflict and the Israeli–Palestinian struggle – which delayed 
bilateral progress. Explaining the impact of these forces is key to 
understanding the relationship.

Guy Setton has a PhD in History from Tel Aviv University after 
majoring in International Relations at the Hebrew University 
of Jerusalem. He obtained a Master’s degree in International 
History at the London School of Economics.
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Spain Bleeds
The Development of Battlefield Blood 
Transfusion During the Civil War
Linda Palfreeman

War is sometimes mistakenly construed as the chief impetus 
for medical innovation. Nevertheless, military conflict oblig-
es the implementation of discoveries still at an experimental 
stage. Such was the case with the practice of blood transfusion 
during the Spanish Civil War, when massive demand for blood 
provoked immediate recourse to breakthroughs in transfusion 
medicine not yet integrated into standard medical practice. The 
Spanish Civil War marked a new era in blood transfusion medi-
cine. From humble beginnings at the outbreak of war, the blood 
transfusion services that were created in Spain later became cru-
cial in the treatment of casualties during the Second World War 
and shaped the future evolution of blood transfusion medicine 
throughout the developed world.

Linda Palfreeman is lecturer in journalism at the Cardenal 
Herrera University in Elche, Spain. She is the author of Aris-
tocrats, Adventurers and Ambulances: British Medical Units 
in the Spanish Civil War and ¡Salud!: British Volunteers in 
the Republican Medical Service During the Spanish Civil War, 
1936–1939.
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Wind, Water and Steam
The Story of Hertfordshire’s Mills
Hugh Howes

Hertfordshire has an unusually rich and diverse milling heri-
tage. As well as its long tradition of corn milling, the county 
once enjoyed a reputation for the milling of a variety of other 
products, including pioneering papermaking in the west of the 
county, gunpowder and small arms in the east, and also silk and 
cotton. There are records of 110 watermills and 71 windmills 
in Hertfordshire but little physical evidence of most of them 
remains today. Of the few that do survive, eight are accessible 
to the public and offer unique insights into the past. Heavily 
illustrated with both historic and contemporary photographs, 
this book acts as an invaluable guide to these mills and also 
provides a comprehensive gazetteer of all known Hertfordshire 
mills, whether extant, in ruins or demolished.

Hugh Howes is the author of The Windmills and Watermills of 
Bedfordshire. A Chartered Town Planner, his career has extend-
ed from local government to the Environment Agency and he 
has specialized in strategic planning for water.
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Custom and Commercialisation  
in English Rural Society
Revisiting Tawney and Postan
Edited by J.P. Bowen and A.T. Brown

English rural society underwent fundamental changes between 
the thirteenth and eighteenth centuries with urbanization, com-
mercialization and industrialization producing new challenges 
and opportunities for inhabitants of rural communities. How-
ever, our understanding of this period has been shaped by the 
compartmentalization of history into medieval and early-mod-
ern specialisms and by the debates surrounding the transition 
from feudalism to capitalism and landlord-tenant relations. 
Inspired by the classic works of Tawney and Postan, this col-
lection of essays examines their relevance to historians today, 
distinguishing between their contrasting approaches to the 
pre-industrial economy and exploring the development of agri-
culture and rural industry; changes in land and property rights; 
and competition over resources in the English countryside.

J.P. Bowen is a Postdoctoral Research Associate at the Univer-
sity of Liverpool. A.T. Brown is an Addison Wheeler Fellow at 
Durham University.
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Politics and the Media
Second edition
Edited by Babak Bahador, Geoff Kemp,  
Kate McMillan, and Chris Rudd

Journalists and presidents, hacks and spin doctors, media 
moguls and prime ministers: in New Zealand and around the 
world, politics and the media are deeply intertwined. Politics 
and the Media is the second edition of New Zealand’s leading 
introduction to the subject. The book introduces students to the 
rich literature on media and politics internationally, covering 
history, political economy and contemporary trends, and then 
analyzes the particular shape of the media in New Zealand and 
its political role. This second edition features extensive coverage 
of the 2014 ‘Dirty Politics’ campaign, the increasing importance 
of online media, and updated material in all chapters.

Babak Bahador is a senior lecturer at the University of Canter-
bury in New Zealand, where he teaches in both the Media and 
Communication and Political Science departments. Geoff Kemp 
is a senior lecturer in Politics and International Relations at the 
University of Auckland, where he teaches and researches media 
politics and the history of political thought. Kate McMillan is a 
senior lecturer in politics at Victoria University of Wellington. 
Her research focuses on politics and the media in New Zealand. 
Chris Rudd is a senior lecturer in the Department of Politics at 
the University of Otago.
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The Political Transformation  
of Gulf Tribal States
Elitism and the Social Contract in Kuwait, 
Bahrain and Dubai, 1918–1970s
Shaul Yanai

This study details how the reform movements and attempts to 
establish parliamentary institutions in the Persian Gulf states of 
Kuwait, Bahrain, and Dubai between the First World War and 
the independent era of the 1970s represented a milestone in the 
history of the region, creating a legacy for future generations, 
but was a unique transition in the Arab world. An important 
work to understanding the history of the Persian Gulf states, 
the book illustrates how, as this new political and social order 
evolved, ideas of national struggle and national rights penetrated 
Gulf societies. Gulf citizens who had spent time in Arab states, 
mostly in Egypt and Iraq, took part in the genesis of a public 
Arab-Gulf national discourse, enabling the Gulf population to 
become acquainted with national struggles for independence.

Shaul Yanai teaches Middle East history at the Haifa and 
Hebrew Universities. His research focuses on political and so-
cieties history of the Persian Gulf states and he is the coeditor 
of Persian Gulf and the Arab Peninsula: Societies and States 
in Transition.
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José ‘Pepe’ Mujica
Warrior, Philosopher, President
Stephen Gregory

Toward the end of his administration (2010–2015), then 
Uruguayan President José ‘Pepe’ Mujica made headlines across 
the world with a couple of unusual speeches at United Nations 
assemblies in Rio de Janeiro and New York that were heatedly 
anti-capitalist, anti-consumerist, anti-globalization and anti-cli-
mate change – all fuelled by a libertarian socialist concept of 
freedom. This book is an introduction to the politics and phi-
losophy of an unrepentant permanent militant whose evolution 
took him from defeated guerrilla warrior to successful presiden-
tial candidate without inconsistencies or betrayals, whatever his 
adversaries from right and left may claim.

Stephen Gregory is is a retired Senior Lecturer in Latin Amer-
ican Studies at the University of New South Wales, where he 
is currently an Honorary Research Fellow. Dr Gregory is the 
author of Intellectuals and Left Politics in Uruguay, 1958–2006 
and El rostro tras la página: Mario Benedetti y el fracaso de una 
política del prójimo.
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Defending Country
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander  
Military Service Since 1945
Noah Riseman and Richard Trembath

The role of Aboriginal servicemen and women has only recently 
been brought to the forefront of conversation about Australia’s 
war history. This important book makes a key contribution 
to recording the role played by Indigenous Australians in our 
recent military history. Written by two respected historians and 
based on a substantial number of interviews with Indigenous 
war veterans who have hitherto been without a voice, it com-
bines the best of social and military history in one book. This 
will be the first book to focus on this previously neglected part 
of Australian social history.

Noah Riseman is a Senior Lecturer in History at Australian 
Catholic University. He specialises in the history of marginalized 
groups in the Australian Defence Force, particularly Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgen-
der and intersex people. His first book, Defending Whose Coun-
try? Indigenous Soldiers in the Pacific War was shortlisted for 
the 2013 Chief Minister’s Northern Territory History Award. 
His PhD was also the recipient of the 2009 CEW Bean Prize 
for Military History. Richard Trembath is a historian currently 
teaching at the University of Melbourne. With Donna Hellier he 
wrote All Care and Responsibility: A History of Nursing in Vic-
toria. In 2005 he published A Different Sort of War: Australians 
in Korea 1950–53. Then, in conjunction with Colin Holden, he 
published Divine Discontent – The Brotherhood of St Laurence: 
A History, which appeared in 2008. Witnesses to War: The His-
tory of Australian Conflict Reporting, written in collaboration 
with Fay Anderson, was published in 2011 and was listed for a 
Walkley Award.
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The Book of Knowledge
Book 1 of The Revival of the Religious Sciences
Abu Hamid Al-Ghazali 
Translated by Kenneth Honerkamp

The Book of Knowledge is the foundation of the forty books 
of the Revival of the Religious Sciences, Imam al-Ghazali’s 
magnum opus. In the Book of Knowledge, he defines knowl-
edge, its relation to faith, theology, and jurisprudence. The 
book deals with the virtue of knowledge from both rational and 
traditional points of view. It elucidates the types of knowledge 
and the nature of people’s obligation to seek knowledge. Imam 
al-Ghazali defines jurisprudence and theology as branches of 
Islamic knowledge, then outlines those fields that people incor-
rectly consider to be Islamic disciplines, and distinguishes the 
praiseworthy from the blameworthy. He describes in detail the 
perils of disputation and the reasons people engage in debate 
and dialectics. He also considers the conduct incumbent on 
the teacher and student, and warns of the perils that can befall 
those pursuing knowledge. Finally, Imam al-Ghazali discusses 
the virtues and categories of the intellect and the prophetic 
traditions related to it.

Abu Hamid al-Ghazali (d.1111), a native of Central Asia, was 
the best-known jurist, theologian and mystic of medieval Islam. 
Himself a teacher of Sufi initiates, he recorded his practical 
teaching in his great work, the ‘Ihya’ ‘Ulum al-Din’ (‘Revival of 
the Sciences of Religion’), from which the present work is taken. 
Kenneth Honerkamp is a professor in the Department of Reli-
gion at the University of Georgia at Athens; where he teaches 
World’s Religions, Islamic Studies and Arabic. He has published 
numerous articles on Sufism, and the lives and teaching methods 
of well-known Moroccan Sufi masters.
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Kinship, Church and Culture
Collected Essays and Studies
John W.M. Bannerman

John Bannerman (1932–2008) saw the history of Scotland from 
a Gaelic perspective, and his outstanding scholarship made that 
perspective impossible to ignore. As a historian, his natural 
home was the era between the Romans and the twelfth century 
when the Scottish kingdom first began to take shape, but he also 
wrote extensively on the MacDonald Lordship of the Isles in the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, while his work on the Bea-
tons, the notable Gaelic medical kindred, reached into the early 
eighteenth century. Across this long millennium, Bannerman 
ranged and wrote with authority and insight on what he termed 
the ‘kin-based society’, with special emphasis upon its church 
and culture, and its relationship with Ireland. The book will be 
of interest to anyone who wants to know more about the Gaelic 
dimension to Scotland’s past and present.

John W.M. Bannerman studied Celtic languages at the Uni-
versity of Glasgow and gained a PhD from the University of 
Cambridge. He joined the history department at Edinburgh 
University in 1967 and worked there for 30 years, while also 
running the family farm at Balmaha, Stirlingshire. He published 
a number of influential works on Gaelic Scotland, including 
Studies in the History of Dalriada and a major contribution to 
Late Medieval Monumental Sculpture in the West Highlands. 
He retired from teaching in 1997 and took up farming full-time 
at Balmaha. He died in 2008.
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Arab Orthodox Christians Under 
the Ottomans 1516–1831
Constantin Alexandrovich Panchenko 
Translated by Samuel Noble and Brittany Pheiffer Noble

Following the so called “Arab Spring” the world’s attention 
has been drawn to the presence of significant minority religious 
groups within the predominantly Islamic Middle East. Of these 
minorities Christians are by far the largest, comprising over 
10% of the population in Syria and as much as 40% in Leba-
non.The largest single group of Christians are the Arabic-speak-
ing Orthodox. The author draws on archaeological evidence 
and previously unpublished primary sources uncovered in 
Russian archives and Middle Eastern monastic libraries to pres-
ent a vivid and compelling account of this vital but little-known 
spiritual and political culture, situating it within a complex 
network of relations reaching throughout the Mediterranean, 
the Caucasus and Eastern Europe.

Samuel Noble is a researcher specializing in the history of Arab 
Christianity. He is the co-editor of The Orthodox Church in the 
Arab World: An Anthology of Sources, 700-1700. Constantin 
Alexandrovich Panchenko is a professor of Middle Eastern 
History at the Lomonosov Moscow State University. Brittany 
Pheiffer Noble is a doctoral candidate in Slavic Language and 
Literature at Columbia University.
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“This manuscript fills an important lacuna in the wider history  
of the Christian Church as it unfolds the presence and extent  
of indigenous Arabic-speaking believers in the Levant.”  
—His Beatitude Patriarch John X of Antioch and All the East

Jesus Son of Mary
In the Quran and According to  
the Teachings of Ibn Arabi
Maurice Gloton 
Edited by Jane Casewit and Sara Swetzoff 
Translated by Edin Q. Lohja

The book is in ten chapters, the first 7 dealing with a detailed 
analysis of the characteristics of Islam: universality, unity, 
shahada, salawat, and then proceeding with the discussion on 
Jesus, Mary and the Christians in the Qur’an, with commen-
taries of each relevant chapter of the Qur’an, verse by verse. 
Chapters 8-10 deal with relevant extracts from Ibn Arabi’s 
Fusus al-hikam and Futuhat al-makkiyya on John the Baptist, 
Zachariah, the Prophet Muhammad, Jesus, and Mary. The 
book is concluded by a detailed documentation of the chronolo-
gy of the pertinent Qur’anic verses and side comments.

Maurice Gloton was born in Paris in 1926. At the peak of his 
career he left the world of big business in France and devoted 
himself to diffusing Islamic spiritual writings to the French 
speaking public. Jane Casewit holds two masters degrees 
in education and is an independent education consultant, 
translator and editor in Rockville, Maryland. Sara Swetzoff 
is an assistant editor for the journal Sociology of Islam and a 
PhD student in Howard University’s African Studies program. 
Edin Q. Lohja has translated and edited over 80 volumes in 
Albanian, English, and Bosnian in the field of metaphysics, 
philosophy, and spirituality. 
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“An important and theologically-nuanced exploration of Islam’s 
Jesus, enriched throughout by the author’s deep engagement 
with the Sufism of Ibn Arabi.” —Professor T.J. Winter, Islamic 
Studies Cambridge University UK
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On the Nature of Love
Ficino on Plato’s Symposium
Translated by Arthur  Farndell

On the Nature of Love is a translation of Marsilio Ficino’s 
commentary to Plato’s Symposium. This edition makes Ficino’s 
Tuscan version available to English readers for the first time. On 
November 7, 1468, nine men gathered at Careggi, outside Flor-
ence, to honour Plato’s birthday. After the meal, the Symposium 
was read, and the guests – now reduced to seven – spoke on the 
nature of love. Ficino, who was also present, recorded what was 
said, and his report constitutes the text of his commentary. His 
work was eagerly taken up by court circles throughout Europe 
and became part of their standard fare for the next two centu-
ries. In more recent times, Ficino’s commentary has exercised 
the minds of theologians, philosophers, and psychologists.

Arthur Farndell has been a member of the team of scholars 
translating The Letters of Marsilio Ficino for over forty years. 
He has also translated many of Ficino’s other commentaries 
on Plato’s Dialogues, published by Shepheard-Walwyn in four 
volumes as All Things Natural, Evermore Shall Be So, Gardens 
of Philosophy and When Philosophers Rule.
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“The distilled conciseness of these writings gives us, more vividly 
perhaps than any other source, a sense of what Plato’s wisdom 
meant to [Ficino] who became his apostle to the Renaissance.” 
—Temenos Academy Review

A Psalter for Prayer
An Adaptation of the Classic Miles Coverdale 
Translation, Augmented by Prayers and 
Instructional Material Drawn from Church 
Slavonic and Other Orthodox Christian Sources
Pocket edition
Translated by David Mitchell James

The Psalms of David are the foundation of Christian worship 
and integral to its form and content. This edition of the classic 
Coverdale translation is accompanied by prayers and rubrics 
from the Liturgical Psalter of the Russian Church, adapted to 
conform to the Greek Septuagint text, and subdivided into the 
twenty traditional Orthodox liturgical kathismata. It is present-
ed here for the first time in a slimmed down pocket edition to 
inspire daily use in prayer at home and when traveling. The text 
is complimented by a flexible textured binding, gold stamped 
cover, and three marker ribbons.

David Mitchell James worked as a translator for the U.S. Army, 
specializing in French and Slovenian. He has since studied the 
Russian and Church Slavonic languages.
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“The translation is well done and beautiful, and I would say that 
it is worth having just for the additional material that it con-
tains...” —Fr. John Whiteford, fatherjohn.blogspot.com
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Al-Ghazali on the Remembrance  
of Death & the Afterlife
Second edition
Abu Hamid Al-Ghazali 
Translated by T.J. Winter

This is the first English translation of a key section of al-Ghaza-
li’s Revival of the Religious Sciences, (Ihya’ Ulum al-Din), 
widely regarded as the greatest work of Muslim spirituality. 
Its theme is of universal interest: death, and the life to come. 
After expounding his Sufi philosophy of death, and showing 
the importance of the contemplation of human morality to the 
mystical way of self-purification, al-Ghazali’s takes his readers 
through the stages of the future life: the vision of the Angels of 
the Grave, the Resurrection, the Intercession of the Prophets, 
and finally, the torments of Hell, the delights of Paradise, and—
for the elect—the beatific vision of God’s Countenance. In this 
new edition, the Islamic Texts Society has included a translation 
of Imam Ghazali’s own Introduction to the Revival of the Reli-
gious Sciences which gives the reasons that caused him to write 
the work, the structure of the whole of the Revival and places 
each of the chapters in the context of the others.

Abu Hamid al-Ghazali (1058–1111), theologian, logician, 
jurist and mystic, spent much of his life lecturing at Baghdad 
or leading the life of a wandering dervish. His most celebrated 
work exercised a profound influence on Muslim intellectual 
history by exploring the mystical significance of the practices 
and beliefs of Islamic orthodoxy, and earned him the title of 
hujjat al-Islam, the ‘Proof of Islam’. T.J. Winter is Shaykh 
Zayed lecturer in Islamic Studies at the Faculty of Divinity, 
University of Cambridge.
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Al-Ghazali on the Manners  
Relating to Eating
Book XI of the Revival of the  
Religious Sciences
Second edition
Abu Hamid Al-Ghazali 
Translated by Denys Johnson-Davies

Al-Ghazali on the Manners Relating to Eating is the eleventh 
chapter of The Revival of the Religious Sciences which is widely 
regarded as the greatest work of Muslim spirituality. This 
volume begins the section dealing with man and society, and 
the norms of daily life. While concentrating on a daily activity, 
eating, al-Ghazali presents the importance of aligning every 
aspect of one’s life with religion and spirituality. Referring ex-
tensively to the example of the Prophet and to that of the early 
Sufis, al-Ghazali illustrates how the simple activity of eating can 
encourage numerous virtues which are themselves necessary for 
the remainder of the spiritual life.

Abu Hamid al-Ghazali (1058–1111), theologian, logician, jurist 
and mystic, spent much of his life lecturing at Baghdad or lead-
ing the life of a wandering dervish. His most celebrated work 
exercised a profound influence on Muslim intellectual history by 
exploring the mystical significance of the practices and beliefs of 
Islamic orthodoxy, and earned him the title of hujjat al-Islam, 
the ‘Proof of Islam’. Denys Johnson-Davies is a well-known 
translator having published more than thirty volumes from Ar-
abic literature. He is the joint translator of An-Nawawi’s Forty 
Hadith and Forty Hadith Qudsi.
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The Muslim Creed
A Contemporary Theological Study
Amjad M. Hussain

What do most Muslims believe in today and how have these 
theological beliefs been understood throughout the intellectu-
al history of Islam? These are the questions that The Muslim 
Creed: A Theological Study seeks to answer. Dr Amjad Hussain 
presents a concise introduction to what Muslims believe in and 
practice, and also why they continue to do so in the twenty-first 
century. The work is divided into three parts: an introduction to 
Islamic creed and theology, including discussions of the schools 
of the Ash’ariyya and the Maturidiyya; the articles of faith and 
theology; and the future of Islamic theology. The reader is given 
an overview of the intellectual history of Islamic theology and 
an insight into contemporary Islamic theology through the six 
articles of the Islamic faith: God, the angels, the prophets and 
messengers, the sacred scriptures and the divine decree. It raises 
the subject of the future of Islamic theology and makes a genu-
ine contribution to this debate.

Amjad M. Hussain is Associate Professor in the Faculty of The-
ology at Marmara University, Istanbul. He obtained a PhD in 
Islamic Studies in the United Kingdom and was Senior Lecturer 
in Islamic Studies at University of Wales Trinity Saint David.
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Copyright in Islamic Law
Mohamed Ali Ahdash

Copyright in Islamic Law is the first work in English to system-
atically discuss the ideas of intellectual property and copyright 
from an Islamic perspective. The author, Dr Mohamed Ali 
Ahdash, builds a framework from within Shari’a law to address 
the concepts of intellectual property and copyright. In so doing, 
he adopts the classical usul al-fiqh approach by firstly defining 
the key terms associated with the field, namely: right (haqq), 
ownership (milkiyya), wealth (mal) and utility (manfa’a). Dr 
Ahdash then analyses how these terms are used in the Qur’an 
and in the Hadith, before looking at how the secondary sources 
of analogy (qiyas), public interest (maslaha), custom (‘urf) and 
legal maxims (qawa’id fiqhiyya) can be applied to copyright. 
The result of this study is a framework wherein the concept of 
copyright is defined and understood in an Islamic manner. This 
gives a consistent approach from which specific rulings can be 
derived. Copyright in Islamic Law is both a ground-breaking 
study in Shari’a law and a valuable contribution to the ongoing 
debates on copyright in general.

Mohamed Ali Ahdash is a lawyer and an expert in Islamic law 
and Islamic studies. He has lectured extensively on the subject 
of Islamic law.
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The Man Who Gave 
Away His Island
A Life of John Lorne  
Campbell of Canna
Ray Perman

This is the story of a remarkable man and 
his triumph over adversity, bank manag-
ers, and bureaucrats to fulfill his dream. 
Determined to prevent an island described 
as the “jewel of the Hebrides” from 
becoming a rich man’s playground like so 
many other islands and Highland estates, 
John Lorne Campbell purchased the Isle 
of Canna in 1938. While attempting to 
preserve part of the traditional Gaelic 
culture and show that efficient farming 
methods could be compatible with wildlife 
conservation and sustainability, Campbell 
spent the next 10 years burdened by debt 
and often close to despair.

Ray Perman is a former journalist with 30 
years of experience. He is the cofounder of 
the business magazine Insider Publications 
and the chairman of the James Hutton 
Institute. He has been given exclusive ac-
cess by the National Trust for Scotland to 
the Canna House Archive and the private 
notebooks and letters of John and Marga-
ret Campbell.

BIOGRAPHY/ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES  
240 PAGES, 5 X 7.75 
16 B&W PHOTOS   
TRADE PAPER, $14.99 (CAN $17.99)
ISBN: 9781780274119   
RIGHTS: US, CANADA & CHINA
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The Politics of Identity
Who Counts as Aboriginal 
Today?
Bronwyn Carlson

This award-winning work explores the 
complexities surrounding contemporary 
Aboriginal identity. Drawing on a range of 
historical and research literature, inter-
views and surveys, The Politics of Identity 
explores Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 
understandings of Aboriginality and the 
way these concepts are produced and repro-
duced across a range of sites and contexts. 
Carlson discusses the multiple, yet narrow 
definitions of Aboriginal identity that have 
existed throughout Australia’s colonial 
history and its continuing impact upon 
contemporary Aboriginal identities. Empha-
sizing Indigenous debates and claims about 
Aboriginality, the work explores both the 
community and external tensions around 
appropriate measures of identity and the 
pressures and effects of identification.

Bronwyn Carlson is an Aboriginal woman 
who was born and lives on D’harawal 
Country in NSW Australia. She is the first 
Indigenous Australian at the University of 
Wollongong to be granted an Australian 
Research Council, Discovery Indigenous 
Award in 2014. She is currently an Associ-
ate Professor in Indigenous Studies at the 
University of Wollongong.

AUSTRALIAN STUDIES/SOCIAL SCIENCE  
256 PAGES, 6 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $39.95 (CAN $47.95)
ISBN: 9781922059963   
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

ABORIGINAL STUDIES PRESS  APRIL

The Brussels  
Canal Zone
Negotiating Visions  
for Urban Planning
Eric Corijn and Sofie Vermeulen

The Brussels Canal Zone, one of the most 
dynamic areas of the de-facto Capital of 
Europe, is an example of post-industrial 
reconversion, where private and public 
actors and civil society negotiate visions 
on future urban renewal. This study looks 
at visions expressed in spatial planning 
documents from 1988 onwards and then 
focuses on four urban development proj-
ects: the renewal of the Tour & Taxis site, 
the conversion of the Belle-Vue brewery 
in Molenbeek, the citizens’ movement 
Platform Kanal and the branding project 
of the Canal Zone.

Eric Corijn is cultural philosopher and 
social scientist, Professor (em.) of Ur-
ban Studies (Vrije Universiteit Brussel), 
founder of Cosmopolis, Centre for Urban 
Research, and chair of think tank Aula 
Magna. Sofie Vermeulen holds a PhD in 
Urban Geography and Spatial Planning, a 
Master in Human Geography and teaching 
qualification. She works on urban renewal, 
blending insights from everyday practice, 
critical geography, and theories in plan-
ning and design studies.
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A Taste of Bitter 
Almonds
Perdition and Promise  
in South Africa
Michael Schmidt

1994 symbolized the triumphal defeat of 
almost three and a half centuries of racial 
separation since the Dutch East India 
Company planted a bitter almond hedge 
to keep indigenous people out of ‘their’ 
Cape outpost in 1659. But for the majority 
of people in the world’s most unequal 
society, the taste of bitter almonds linger 
as their exclusion from a dignified life re-
main the rule. In the year of South Africa’s 
troubled coming-of-age, veteran investiga-
tive journalist Michael Schmidt brings to 
bear 21 years of his scribbled field notes to 
weave a tapestry of the view from below.

Michael Schmidt is an experienced field 
reporter, with a reputation for produc-
ing unique and challenging copy, having 
worked for 19 years on some of South 
Africa’s leading print titles including 
ThisDay and Sunday Times before going 
into journalism training in 2008. He has 
worked across Africa, Central and South 
America and elsewhere. He is currently 
Director of the Institute for the Advance-
ment of Journalism (IAJ) and continues 
to write for both the mainstream and 
alternative media.
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288 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25 
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Bars & Bookshelves
A History of the Morrin Centre
Louisa Blair, Patrick Donovan,  
and Donald Fyson

The Morrin Centre in Quebec City, built 
on the site of military barracks known 
as the Royal Redoubt, served first as a 
“common gaol” (public prison), then as 
the Morrin College, the first English-lan-
guage institute of higher education in the 
city, and has been home to the Literary 
and Historical Society of Quebec for many 
years. The Society has hosted in its aston-
ishing library such illustrious figures as 
Charles Dickens and Emmelyne Pankhurst. 
With incredible anecdotes, the authors 
guide us through the building’s two-cen-
tury history and its place in the history of 
Quebec City, Quebec, and Canada.

Louisa Blair is a journalist, broadcaster, 
writer, editor, and translator living in 
Québec City. Her work has been pub-
lished in magizines including Canada’s 
History (formerly The Beaver) and the 
Canadian Forum. Patrick Donovan is a 
PhD candidate in history. Donald Fyson is 
full professor of history at Université Laval 
and author of many articles and books on 
Quebec history.
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250 PAGES, 10 X 12 
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ISBN: 9781771860802   
RIGHTS: WORLD

BARAKA BOOKS  MAY

Women in Conflict  
and Peace
Rosalie Arcala Hall, Sara E. Brown, 
Jenny Hedström, Anna Larsson, and 
Joanna Pares Hoare

What roles can women from marginalized 
communities play in conflict, peace-mak-
ing and democratization? Which factors 
lie behind their involvement in armed 
conflict? What are the consequences of 
women’s inclusion and exclusion from 
peace-building activities? Drawing on case 
studies from Afghanistan, Myanmar, the 
Philippines and Rwanda, this publication 
analyzes the impact of women on intra-
state conflict and peace-building.

The International Institute for Democracy 
and Electoral Assistance (International 
IDEA) is an intergovernmental organiza-
tion that supports democracy worldwide. 
Rosalie Arcala Hall is a Professor of Polit-
ical Science at the University of the Philip-
pines Visayas. Sara E. Brown is the Stern 
Family Fellow. Jenny Hedström is a Pro-
gramme Officer for International IDEA’s 
Democracy and Diversity Programme. 
Anna Larson is a research associate at the 
School of Oriental and African Studies at 
the University of London. Joanna Pares 
Hoare has written extensively on the sub-
ject of women’s activism.
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The Black Sash
Mary Burton

This is the story of a remarkable organization of white South 
African women who carved out a unique role for themselves 
in opposing the injustices of apartheid and working towards 
a free and democratic country. It is written by Mary Burton, 
herself national president of the Black Sash for many years 
and, later, one of the Truth and Reconciliation commissioners. 
What brought the Black Sash into being? What kept it alive for 
so many decades? How did an organization of mainly white, 
middle-class, privileged women create and sustain a viable body 
that eventually made its contribution to the collapse of apart-
heid? What was it like to be involved in it? And what can we 
learn from its history that will teach us to be activists again?

Mary Burton served as the president of the Black Sash from 
1986 to 1990. After the democratic elections in 1994, Burton 
was elected to become one of the seventeen people to sit on 
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC). In 2000, 
she helped launch the Home for All Campaign, a campaign 
that encourages white South Africans to contribute to recon-
ciliation. She was awarded Civic Honours by the City of Cape 
Town in 2011 for her contribution to the liberation struggle 
and national reconciliation.

HISTORY/AUTOBIOGRAPHY, 288 PAGES, 9.25 X 6 
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781431422289  
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Warriors and Citizens
Tracking American Views of Honor,  
Trust, and Understanding Since 9/11
Jim Mattis and Kori N. Schake

A diverse group of contributors offer different perspectives on 
whether or not the different experiences of our military and the 
broader society amounts to a “gap”—and if the American pub-
lic is losing connection to its military. They analyze extensive 
polling information to identify those gaps between civilian and 
military attitudes on issues central to the military profession and 
the professionalism of our military, determine which if any of 
these gaps are problematic for sustaining the traditionally strong 
bonds between the American military and its broader public, 
analyze whether any problematic gaps are amenable to remedia-
tion by policy means, and assess potential solutions.

Jim Mattis, the Davies Family Distinguished Visiting Fellow at 
the Hoover Institution, is an expert on national security issues, 
especially strategy, innovation, the effective use of military 
force, and the Middle East. He heads a project on the gap 
between civil and military perspectives and is writing a book 
on leadership. During the 2008 presidential election, Kori N. 
Schake was senior policy adviser to the McCain-Palin campaign, 
responsible for policy development and outreach in the areas of 
foreign and defense policy.
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20 Years of South 
African Democracy
So Where to Now?
Miriam Altman, Hester du Plessis, 
Frene Ginwala, Pregaluxmi (Pregs) 
Govender, Vusi Gumede, Mazibuko 
Jara, Erika Kraemer-Mbula, Trevor 
Manuel, Tshilidzi Marwala, Patricia 
McFadden, Renosi Mokate, Pascal 
Moloi, Deputy Chief Justice Dikgang 
Moseneke, Mammo Muchie, Sydney 
Mufamadi, Imraan Patal, Judge Albie 
Sachs, Raenette Taljaard, Parks Tau, 
and Sibusiso Vil-Nkomo

This publication is the outcome of a 
conference marking the beginning of South 
Africa’s third decade of democracy hosted 
in November 2014 by the Mapungubwe 
Institute for Strategic Reflection and the 
Thabo Mbeki African Leadership Institute 
at the University of South Africa.

Miriam Altman is the Head of Strategy 
for the Telkom Group.  Before joining 
MISTRA as Faculty Head Humanity, 
Hester du Plessis held research positions at 
various research institutions. Frene Noshir 
Ginwala studied law at the University of 
London in the United Kingdom. Prega-
luxmi Govender is Deputy Chairperson of 
South Africa’s Human Rights Commission.
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Rushing for Gold
Life and Commerce on the 
Goldfields of New Zealand  
and Australia
Edited by Lloyd Carpenter and  
Lyndon Fraser

Rushing for Gold is the first book to take 
a trans-Tasman look at the nineteenth-cen-
tury phenomenon that was the gold 
rushes in Australia and New Zealand. The 
book brings together contributions from 
both experienced and newly emergent 
researchers, who together provide a close 
examination of miners’ migration pat-
terns, ethnicities and merchant networks. 
The contributors’ insightful analyses and 
narrative accounts reveal a pantheon of 
characters, from merchants, hoteliers, 
financiers and policemen to vagrants, 
sly-groggers and entertainers.

A former teacher, Lloyd Carpenter re-
turned to the University of Canterbury in 
2008 and emerged with a PhD on a subject 
he has loved since his youth: the Central 
Otago gold rush. Lyndon Fraser is an asso-
ciate professor of history at the University 
of Canterbury and a research fellow at the 
Canterbury Museum. His Castles of Gold 
won the J.W. Sherrard Award for New 
Zealand Regional and Local History.
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Food Security  
in South Africa
Human Rights and  
Entitlement Perspectives
Sakiko Fukuda-Parr and  
Viviene Taylor

The right to food is guaranteed in South 
Africa’s Constitution as it is in interna-
tional law. Yet food insecurity remains 
widespread and persistent, at levels much 
higher than in countries with similar levels 
of per capita GDP and development, such 
as Brazil. In this book, leading local and 
international researchers on food secu-
rity and related policy work have come 
together to create the first systematic and 
trans-disciplinary analysis of food security 
and its multiple dimensions in South Afri-
ca and the southern African region.

Sakiko Fukuda-Parr is Professor of Inter-
national Affairs at the New School, and in 
2012 was Visiting Professor at the Univer-
sity of Cape Town. She is a development 
economist who has published widely on a 
broad range of development policy-related 
issues. Viviene Taylor teaches social pol-
icy, development planning and social and 
economic development in the Department 
of Social Development at the University of 
Cape Town.
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Rethinking Ancient Woodland
The Archaeology and History  
of Woods in Norfolk
Gerry Barnes and Tom Williamson

‘Ancient woodland’ is a term widely used in England for 
long-established semi-natural woods, shaped by centuries of 
traditional management. As an official designation, it describes 
woods which have existed since the early seventeenth century, 
and which today contain a distinctive range of plants which find 
it hard to colonize more recently wooded ground. Such woods 
are often assumed to provide a direct link with the natural 
vegetation of England, as this existed before the virgin forests 
were fragmented by the arrival of farming. This groundbreaking 
study questions many of these assumptions. Drawing on more 
than a decade of research in Norfolk, the authors emphasize the 
essentially unnatural character of ancient woods. This important 
volume will be essential reading for all those interested in the 
history of the English countryside and environmental history.

Gerry Barnes served as Head of Environment at Norfolk Coun-
ty Council, and is now a researcher at the University of East 
Anglia, studying the history of trees and woodlands in eastern 
England. Tom Williamson is Professor of Landscape Histo-
ry at the University of East Anglia. He has written widely on 
landscape archaeology, agricultural history, and the history of 
landscape design.
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The Peaceful Path
Building Garden Cities and New Towns
Stephen V. Ward

The title of this book is taken from Ebenezer Howard’s vision-
ary tract To-morrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform. Pub-
lished in 1898 as a manifesto for social reform via the creation 
of Garden Cities, it proposed a new way of providing cheap 
and healthy homes, workplaces and green spaces in balance in 
cohesive new communities, underpinned by radical ideas about 
collective land ownership. While Howard’s vision had interna-
tional impact, in this book planning historian Stephen Ward 
largely honors the special place that Hertfordshire occupies on 
the peaceful path, beginning with the development of Letch-
worth and Welwyn Garden Cities.

Stephen V. Ward is Professor of Planning History at Oxford 
Brookes University. He is a former President of the International 
Planning History Society and was for several years Editor of the 
international academic journal, Planning Perspectives. He has 
produced several books on twentieth-century planning, includ-
ing The Garden City: Past, Present, Future.
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From Victims  
to Suspects
Muslim Women since 9/11
Shakira Hussein

The so-called War on Terror, in its many 
incarnations, has always been a war with 
gender at its heart.Once regarded as help-
less victims waiting to be rescued, Muslim 
women are now widely regarded by both 
Muslim and non-Muslim disciplinarians 
as a potential threat to be kept under 
control. How did this shift in attitudes 
come about?Shakira Hussein explores the 
lives of women negotiating the hazards of 
the post-9/11 terrain, from volatile Afghan 
refugee camps and Pakistani weddings 
to Australian suburbia and campaigns to 
‘ban the burqa’. Her unique perspective 
on feminism, multiculturalism, race and 
religion is one that we urgently need.

Shakira Hussein is a research fellow at The 
University of Melbourne’s Asia Institute. 
She is also a regular commentator on 
issues of gender, Islam and multicultur-
alism in Australia. Her essay about her 
experiences of post-9/11 Pakistan and her 
multiple sclerosis, “Nine-elevenitis,” was 
selected for inclusion in The Best Austra-
lian Essays 2011.
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Damned Whores  
and God’s Police
Anne Summers

Sexual harassment, domestic violence and 
date rape had not been named, although 
they certainly existed, when Damned 
Whores and God’s Police was first pub-
lished in 1975. That was before the Sex 
Discrimination Act of 1984 and before 
large numbers of women became visible 
in employment, in politics and elsewhere 
across society. It was in this climate that 
Anne Summers identified ‘damned whores’ 
and ‘God’s police’, the stereotypes that 
characterized all women as being either 
virtuous mothers whose function was to 
civilize society or bad girls who refused, or 
were unable, to conform to that norm and 
who were thus spurned and rejected. These 
stereotypes persist to this day, argues Anne 
Summers in this updated version of her 
classic book.

Anne Summers AO is an author, jour-
nalist, political adviser and pioneering 
feminist. She is former head of the Office 
of the Status of Women and was an advi-
sor to former Prime Minister Paul Keating. 
Her books include The Misogyny Factor, 
Ducks on the Pond and The Lost Mother: 
a story of art and love.
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Merdeka and the 
Morning Star
Civil Resistance in West Papua
Jason Macleod

West Papua is a secret story. On the 
western half of the island of New Guin-
ea, hidden from the world, in a place 
occupied by the Indonesian military since 
1963, continues a remarkable nonviolent 
struggle for national liberation. In Merde-
ka and the Morning Star, academic Jason 
MacLeod gives an insider’s view of the 
trajectory and dynamics of civil resistance 
in West Papua. Merdeka and the Morning 
Star is a must-read for all those interested 
in Indonesia, the Pacific, self-determina-
tion struggles and nonviolent ways out  
of occupation.

Jason MacLeod is an educator, organizer 
and researcher. He teaches community 
development and politics at the University 
of Queensland and coordinates civil resis-
tance training and education for people in 
non-democracies. Together with Dr Eben 
Kirksey, he is the co-chair of the West Pap-
ua Project based at the Centre for Peace 
and Conflict Studies, Sydney University.
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Seven Ways to Lighten 
Your Life Before You 
Kick the Bucket
Walt Hopkins and George F. Simons

A bucket list is a list of things to do before 
you die. This book is a guide to ways to 
live before you die. Whether you have a 
bucket list or not, the stories and insights 
in this book offer you seven clear ways to 
lighten—and enlighten—your life before 
you kick the bucket. George Simons and 
Walt Hopkins (international consultants 
in their mid-seventies) have learned a lot 
about living well while getting older—and 
they generously and intimately share those 
learnings with men and women concerned 
about aging.

In more than 30 countries for more than 
40 years, Walt Hopkins has been leading 
courses on influencing skills and life-de-
signing skills for all sorts of organiza-
tions—including the UN’s World Food 
Programme, the European Space Agency, 
Shell, Statoil, and Unilever. George F. 
Simons is an independent writer, poet, 
consultant and trainer who facilitates, a 
worldwide virtual consulting network.
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Growing Older Without 
Feeling Old
On Vitality and Ageing
Rudi Westendorp

Less than a hundred years ago, the average 
Western life expectancy was 40; now it 
is 80. The first person who will reach 
135 has already been born. It’s the most 
radical change in our society since indus-
trialization, and naturally it raises many 
questions. What do longer life spans mean 
for the way we organize our societies? 
How can people best prepare themselves 
for living considerably longer? And what 
can we learn from old people who remain 
full of vitality, despite illness and infirmi-
ty? Growing Older without Feeling Old is 
the definitive book on a key issue for the 
21st century, written by one of the world’s 
leading experts in geriatric medicine.

Rudi Westendorp was trained at the 
Leiden University Medical Centre 
(LUMC) in the Netherlands, and special-
ized in intensive care and epidemiology. 
Later, he focused on geriatrics and geron-
tology. In 2015, he moved his workplace 
to Denmark, where he was appointed 
Professor of Old-Age Medicine at the 
University of Copenhagen.
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The Naked Surgeon
The Power and Peril of 
Transparency in Medicine
Samer Nashef

We are not meant to touch hearts. We 
all have one, but most of us will never 
see one. The heart surgeon now has that 
privilege but, for centuries, the heart was 
out of reach even for surgeons. So when 
a surgeon nowadays opens up a ribcage 
and mends a heart, it remains something 
of a miracle, even if, to some, it is merely 
plumbing. As with plumbers, the quality 
of surgeons’ work varies. Ever since his 
days as a medical student, Samer Nashef 
has challenged the medical profession to 
be more open and more accurate about 
the success of surgical procedures, for the 
sake of the patients. In The Naked Sur-
geon, he unclothes his own profession to 
demonstrate to his reader (and prospective 
patient) many revelations, such as the par-
adox at the heart of the cardiac surgeon’s 
craft: the more an operation is likely to kill 
you, the better it is for you.

Samer Nashef qualified as a doctor at 
Bristol in 1980. He is a consultant cardiac 
surgeon at Papworth Hospital, Cam-
bridge, and a world-leading expert on risk 
and quality in surgical care. The author of 
more than 200 publications, his research 
has been widely cited and he has been in-
vited to lecture in more than 30 countries.
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The Oldest Foods on Earth
A History of Australian Native Foods  
with Recipes
John Newton

‘This is a book about Australian food, the unique flora and fau-
na that nourished the Aboriginal peoples of this land for over 
50 000 years. It is because European Australians have hardly 
ever touched these foods for over 200 years that I am writing 
this book.’ We celebrate cultural and culinary diversity, yet shun 
the foods that grew here before white settlers arrived. We love 
superfoods from remote, exotic locations, yet reject those that 
grow in our own land. In this, the most important of his books, 
John Newton boils down these paradoxes by arguing that if we 
are what you eat, we need to eat different foods, foods that will 
attune us to the this land.

John Newton is a freelance writer, journalist and novelist. His 
most recent books are Grazing: The ramblings and recipes of a 
man who gets paid to eat and A Savage History: Whaling in the 
Pacific and Southern Oceans. In 2005 he won the Gold Ladle 
for Best Food Journalist in the World Food Media Awards.
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Surgery, The Ultimate Placebo
A Surgeon Cuts through the Evidence
Ian Harris

For many complaints and conditions, the benefits from surgery 
are lower, and the risks higher, than you or your surgeon think. 
In this book you will see how commonly performed operations 
can be found to be useless or even harmful when properly eval-
uated. That these claims come from an experienced, practicing 
orthopedic surgeon who performs many of these operations 
himself, makes the unsettling argument particularly compelling. 
Of course no surgeon is recommending invasive surgery in bad 
faith, but Ian Harris argues that the evidence for the success for 
many common operations, including knee arthroscopies, back 
fusion or cardiac stenting, become current accepted practice 
without full examination of the evidence.

Ian Harris is an orthopaedic surgeon who works at Liverpool, 
St George, St George Private and Sutherland Hospitals in 
Sydney. His academic affiliation is with UNSW, South Western 
Sydney Clinical School at Liverpool Hospital, in Sydney.

HEALTH/MEDICAL, 240 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $24.99 (CAN $29.99)
ISBN: 9781742234571  
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, SOUTH AMERICA & CARIBBEAN
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The Lucky Country?
Reinventing Australia
Ian Lowe

Can we reinvent the Lucky Country? Fifty years ago author 
Donald Horne described Australia as ‘a lucky country run by 
second-rate people’, adding that our leaders are mostly unaware 
of events that surround them. The good fortune continued when 
our wide brown land proved to contain bountiful resources of 
saleable minerals, allowing successive generations of second-rate 
leaders to create an illusion of economic progress by liquidating 
those assets. But a crisis is approaching, driven by irresponsi-
ble encouragement of population growth rates typical of poor 
developing countries. In this polemic work, Ian Lowe will assess 
the state of Australia and whether we can retain our status of 
the Lucky Country.

Ian Lowe is emeritus professor of science, technology and soci-
ety at Griffith University in Brisbane, as well as being an adjunct 
professor at Sunshine Coast University and Flinders University. 
His previous books include A Big Fix, Living in the Hothouse, 
A Voice of Reason: Reflections on Australia and Bigger or Bet-
ter? Australia’s Population Debate.

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES/POLITICAL SCIENCE, 252 PAGES, 6 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9780702253676  
RIGHTS: WORLD

UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND PRESS  APRIL

Earth, Wind and Fire
Unpacking the Political, Economic and Security 
Implications of Discourse on the Green Economy
Edited by Lynne Krieger Mytelka, Velaphi Msimang,  
and Radhika Perrot

This book examines issues ranging from global and domestic 
climate change and sustainable energy issues to the mineral- 
energy complex issues that have given rise to local and  
sector-specific problems.

Marie Blanche Ting has nine years working experience in areas 
related to sustainable development. Saliem Fakir is the Head of 
the Policy and Futures Unit at the World Wide Fund for Nature, 
South Africa. Manisha Gulati is an Energy Economist with the 
World Wide Fund for Nature South Africa. Simone Haysom 
is an independent researcher. Lynn Krieger Mytelka is Direc-
tor of the Division on Investment, Technology and Enterprise 
Development, UNCTAD, Geneva. Velaphi Msimang is the 
former Chief Director: Hydrogen and Energy Subprogram at the 
Department of Science and Technology. Lyndall Mujakachi has 
experience in policy development and has worked in the SADC 
region. Edison Muzenda is a Professor and Head of the Chem-
ical, Materials and Metallurgical Engineering Department at 
Botswana International University of Science and Technology. 
Radhika Perrot is a Senior Researcher in the Knowledge Econo-
my and Scientific Advancement Faculty at the the Mapungubwe 
Institute for Strategic Reflection. T. J. Pilusa holds a Ph.D. in 
Mechanical Engineering from the University of Johannesburg. 
Louise Scholtz is Manager in the Living Planet Unit at WWF-
SA. Ogundiran Soumonni is a Senior Lecturer in Innovation 
Studies at the Wits Business School in Johannesburg. Fumani 
Mthembi is the founding member of the Pele Energy Group.
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Ned Kelly
The Man Behind the Mask
Hugh Dolan

We all think we know the story of Ned 
Kelly, Australia’s most famous outlaw, 
but we’ve never seen him in full color like 
this before … Edward ‘Ned’ Kelly was 
born in 1855 into a poor Irish immigrant 
family in rural Victoria. He grew up loyal 
to his family, angry at the injustice he 
saw in Australian society and desperate to 
better his situation by any means. Often in 
trouble with the police, with the so-called 
Kelly Gang he was involved in horse and 
cattle stealing, bank robbing, kidnapping 
and ultimately murder. But he was the 
only bushranger to write a famous and 
compelling letter explaining his behavior. 
Folk hero or criminal, this is the story of 
Ned Kelly as you’ve never seen it before.

Hugh Dolan is a former intelligence 
officer with the Royal Australian Air 
Force. He is the creator of a series of 
successful historical graphic novels, 
including Reg Saunders: An Indigenous 
war hero (2015) and Gallipoli: The 
landing (2014), which both won a 2015 
Educational Publishing Award.
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80 PAGES, 7.25 X 10 
80 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,  
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TRADE PAPER, $19.99 (CAN $23.99)
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Peter Sculthorpe
The Making of an  
Australian Composer
Revised edition
Graeme Skinner

Peter Sculthorpe, who died in 2014, 
remains Australia’s best-known composer 
and is widely held to be the most import-
ant creative musical spirit the country has 
produced. Beautifully written and fastid-
iously researched, this authorized biogra-
phy provides an insight into Sculthorpe’s 
formation years: his quest for personal 
voice, and his arrival – through many cre-
ative friendships and collaborations – at a 
place in the collective heart of the nation.

Graeme Skinner lives in Sydney. An inde-
pendent scholar, musicologist, writer, and 
researcher, he has specialist interests in 
the history of Australian music and early 
Spanish chant and polyphony.
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TRADE PAPER, $59.99 (CAN $71.99)
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Australia Remember 
When
Bob Byrne

Remember grabbing a copy of the late 
edition afternoon paper from the paper 
boy? Watching a Graham Kennedy skit 
on TV? Did you buy a 45rpm single or a 
33rpm album at your local record shop? 
And play it on your record player? If you 
answered yes to any of these questions 
chances are you are part of the Baby 
Boomer generation. How time has flown! 
It all seems just like yesterday. Take a 
pleasantly sentimental trip down memory 
lane with Bob Brown as he shows us bits 
of Australia we’ve forgotten, identities 
and landmarks we loved and let him 
remind us that some of the best things 
about Australia haven’t changed.

Bob Byrne has a lifetime of experience in 
media. He commenced his career in radio 
over 40 years ago as a music deejay, later 
turning to talk and current affairs. As a 
writer he has covered topics as varied as 
music, food, travel and currently writes the 
popular nostalgia column every Monday 
in the Adelaide Advertiser.

HISTORY/AUSTRALIAN STUDIES  
240 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.25 
71 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,  
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TRADE PAPER, $34.99 (CAN $41.99)
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Best Australian Political 
Cartoons 2015
Edited by Russ Radcliffe

The year in politics as observed by Austra-
lia’s funniest and most perceptive politi-
cal cartoonists.With Dean Alston, Peter 
Broelman, Warren Brown, Pat Campbell, 
Andrew Dyson, John Farmer, First Dog on 
the Moon, Matt Golding, Fiona Kataus-
kas, Mark Knight, Jon Kudelka, Bill Leak, 
Alan Moir, Peter Nicholson, Bruce Petty, 
David Pope, David Rowe, John Spooner, 
Ron Tandberg, Andrew Weldon, Cathy 
Wilcox, Paul Zanetti, and many more

Russ Radcliffe is the creator and editor 
of the annual Best Australian Political 
Cartoons series. He has edited collections 
from some of Australia’s finest political 
cartoonists, including Alan Moir, Bruce 
Petty, Bill Leak, Matt Golding, and Judy 
Horacek. He is the recipient of the Jim 
Russell Award for services to Australian 
cartooning.

HUMOR/POLITICAL SCIENCE  
192 PAGES, 7.75 X 7 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR   
TRADE PAPER, $29.99 (CAN $32.99)
ISBN: 9781925106978   
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Goodnight Zzzuma
The Other Unauthorised Parody
Anonymous

Tucked up in bed, President Zuma says 
goodnight to all the familiar things in his 
softly lit world. Goodnight to the pictures 
of his favourite wives, to the Gupta broth-
ers and to the helipad at Nkandla. To 
everything, one by one, he says goodnight. 
Generations of children have been lulled 
to sleep with Margaret Wise Brown’s and 
illustrator Clement Hurd’s classic bedtime 
story Goodnight Moon. A must-read for 
anyone still possessing a sense of outrage.
HUMOR, 48 PAGES, 6.5 X 5.75 
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR   
CLOTH, $10.95 (CAN $12.95)
ISBN: 9781431422685   
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA  
& NEW ZEALAND

JACANA MEDIA  JUNE

Shed Happens
Stephen Francis and Rico Rico

Twenty-three issues later and still fresh 
as ever! Shed Happens is filled with gags 
and outrageous punchlines that will have 
you chuckling way, way after you’ve put 
this book down. Madam, Eve, Thandi 
and Mother Anderson, with some of their 
assorted relatives and friends, take us into 
the rabbit hole of domestic and political 
life in South Africa.

Stephen Francis is the writing half of the 
Madam & Eve team. Born in the United 
States in 1949, Stephen moved to South 
Africa in 1988. In 1992, witnessing the 
interesting and often funny dynamic 
between his South African mother-in-law 
and her domestic housekeeper, he con-
ceptualized the Madam & Eve strip. Rico 
forms the other half of the creative team – 
as illustrator. Besides his work on Madam 
& Eve, Rico also produces illustrations for 
a wide range of other publications.

HUMOR, 136 PAGES, 9.5 X 7.75 
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781431422708   
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Pappa in Doubt
Anton Kannemeyer

With Pappa in Doubt, Anton Kannemey-
er returns to the fertile land that he ex-
plored to brilliant satiric effect in Pappa 
in Afrika (2010). Once again parodying 
Hergé’s Tintin in the Congo (1931), 
Kannemeyer exposes the contradictions 
and paradoxes of life in the postcolo-
ny. The artist is as provocative as he is 
playful, and does not spare himself the 
relentless, humorous scrutiny to which 
he subjects politicians, despots and his 
neighbours in the leafy suburbs.

Anton Kannemeyer, aka Joe Dog, was 
born in 1967 and lives in Cape Town. 
He is co-editor with Conrad Botes of the 
satirical Bitterkomix series, founded in 
1992. Kannemeyer has exhibited at vari-
ous art museums in Johannesburg, Cape 
Town, New York, Eindhoven, Antwerp, 
and San Francisco.

ART/CULTURAL STUDIES, 96 PAGES, 11.25 X 8.5 
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR   
CLOTH, $20.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9781431422104   
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA  
& NEW ZEALAND

JACANA MEDIA  APRIL

Rhodes Rage
Zapiro

In Zapiro’s 20th annual he skewers anoth-
er momentous year including the drama 
over Rhodes and other statues, # Nkandla 
Pay Back the Money, spy cables, NPA she-
nanigans, Eskom and parastatal paralysis, 
union disunity, Charlie Hebdo, xenopho-
bia, Juju’s boiler suit brigade, Godzille’s 
successor, cockroaches, Verwoerd’s ghost 
and other political creatures.

Zapiro is Jonathan Shapiro. Born in 1958, 
he went through architecture at UCT, 
conscription, activism, detention and a 
Fulbright Scholarship to New York before 
establishing himself as South Africa’s best-
known cartoonist. He has worked for Mail 
& Guardian since 1994, Sunday Times 
since 1998 and The Times since 2009. 
He has also been editorial cartoonist for 
Sowetan and Independent Newspapers.

HUMOR/POLITICAL SCIENCE  
160 PAGES, 7.75 X 9.25 
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9781431422555   
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA  
& NEW ZEALAND
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Working for  
Hamburg’s Success
350 Years of Hamburg 
Chamber of Commerce
Edited by Handelskammer Hamburg

The history of the Hamburg Chamber of 
Commerce is a tale of intrepid traders and 
mariners, accomplished diplomats, valiant 
industrialists and true Hanseatic tradition. 
It is a story of foresight and persistence, 
of a willingness to embrace reform and 
the courage to break new ground, and 
occasionally of misjudgement and despon-
dency. There is a lot to discover about 
Hamburg and the world in this highly 
enjoyable read.

On the occasion of the Chamber’s 350th 
anniversary, Dirk Reder and Carl-Josef 
Virnich of the Cologne agency for applied 
history – Geschichtsbüro Reder, Roeseling 
& Prüfer – have transformed the extensive 
literature and accounts chronicling its 
history into a modern and compelling tale. 
The project’s academic consultant was 
Professor Franklin Kopitzsch of Hamburg 
University’s Arbeitsstelle für Hambur-
gische Geschichte (Hamburg History Cen-
ter). Geschichtsbüro Reder, Roeseling & 
Prüfer was founded in 1999 and specializ-
es in institutional and corporate history.

HISTORY, 256 PAGES, 9.5 X 11.75 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR   
CLOTH, $32.99 (CAN $39.99)
ISBN: 9783529052637   
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The Railway Atlas of Scotland
Two Hundred Years of History in Maps
David Spaven

The rich diversity of Scotland’s railway network has never 
before been the subject of a specialist atlas. This book show-
cases 181 topographical and railway maps, telling the story of 
the country’s railways from the early nineteenth century to the 
present day.

David Spaven was born and brought up in Edinburgh, and has 
lived and worked in Inverness, London and Glasgow. He spent 
his whole working life in and around the rail industry and is 
the author of a number of acclaimed railways books, including 
Mapping the Railways (HarperCollins, 2011) and Britain’s 
Scenic Railways (HarperCollins, 2012).

HISTORY, 224 PAGES,  10.75 X 12 
100 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR   
CLOTH, $44.99 (CAN $53.99)
ISBN: 9781780272382  
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Inside the Vault
The History and Art of Australian Coinage
Peter Rees

Celebrating the history and art of Australian coinage for the 
first time, Inside the Vault uncovers the fascinating story of the 
nation’s currency. Bestselling author Peter Rees traces significant 
events – the Rum Rebellion, the gold rushes of the 19th century, 
the opening of the Royal Australian Mint, the introduction 
of decimal currency in 1966 – and their effect on Australia’s 
coinage. Lavishly illustrated, Inside the Vault includes never-be-
fore-seen design sketches and images of key Australian coins 
along with stunning images of important events and people in 
the history of Australian coinage.

Peter Rees is an acclaimed journalist and bestselling author. He 
was a federal political correspondent for some of Australia’s 
major metropolitan newspapers, and is the author of eight 
books, among them The Boy from Boree Creek: The Tim Fisch-
er story; Anzac Girls; and Bearing Witness: The remarkable life 
of Charles Bean, Australia’s greatest war correspondent.
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The AIATSIS Map of  
Indigenous Australia
Edited by David Horton

The highly popular AIATSIS map of Indigenous Australia is now 
available in a compact, portable A3 size. Available flat or folded 
(packaged in a handy cellophane bag ) it’s the perfect take-home 
product for tourists and anyone interested in the diversity of our 
first nations peoples. The handy desk size also makes it an ideal 
resource for individual student use.

David Horton joined AIAS in 1977 as a paleo-ecologist . He was 
the editor-in-chief for the Encyclopaedia of Aboriginal Australia 
and has also published numerous works on ecology and Indige-
nous Australia.

AUSTRALIAN STUDIES/LANGUAGE & LINGUISTICS, 2 PAGES, 4.75 X 6 
1 MAP, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR   
FOLDED, $7.99 (CAN $9.99)
ISBN: 9781922059697 (REPLACES: 9780855754976)  

ROLLED, $7.99 (CAN $9.99)
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